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preface.

HOUGH most of the types or stories of incident or character

referred to in this volume are part and parcel of the common

stock of furniture possessed by the most modest literary house-

keepers, a preface may be required to explain to others with

less leisure for reading whence they have been derived. They have, then,

been selected chiefly from works which may be taken to represent the classic

literature of romance in Spain. In their chronological order they may be

thus briefly mentioned :

Lazarillo de Tormes appeared in 1553. It was written by a Spanish

classic, Don Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, a man of ancient and noble family,

poet, historian, philosopher, politician, and general in the brilliant age of

Charles V., of Francis I., and of Henry VIII. Another Scipio, he devoted

himself at once to war and letters. He distinguished himself in the collection

of Greek and Latin MSS. He was a rare Arabic scholar. His licentious

disposition brought him into many scrapes. Having, for instance, in an

affair of gallantry summarily disposed of a rival by throwing him out of a win-

dow, he was clapped in prison for it, where he spent his time in composing

love-songs. His history of the war of Granada may be compared with the

work of Sallust or Machiavelli. He was the author of numerous other books,

of which the most distinguished is the "
Lazarillo/' a masterpiece of satiric

humour, even after the Inquisition had torn out some of the best portions

of it with its holy claws. It is the origin of the gusto picaresco in Spain.

Guzman d'Alfarache appeared in 1599. It was written by Mateo Ale-

man, a native of Seville, an author of considerable eminence in the reign of

Philip II. Like Mendoza, he was a man of genius and a scholar. Among
his works are a Life of St. Anthony of Padua, and a dialogue called

" Pro-
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metheus," both writ in very good Latin. His principal composition.
" Guz-

man/' is an imitation of the " Lazarillo" of his illustrious predecessor. It is,

however, more full of moral reflections, and on the whole a superior work.

We are told that it was translated into every European language. As a

matter of fact, it appears in Dutch, German, French, Italian, and English.

There is a copy in the British Museum Library, annotated by Archbishop

Laud.
v

Don Quijote de la Mancha appeared in 1605. It is too well known

to require more than the mere mention of it here. Its author speaks of it as

a source of entertainment to melancholy folk in every season,* but this is its

least praise.

Le Diable Boiteux; or, The Devil upon Two Sticks, appeared in

1707; Gil Blas in 1715; L'Histoire d'Estevanille Gonzales in

1734; and Le Bachelier de Salamanque in 1736. All these works bear

the name of Alain Rene Le Sage as their author, who has been called an

honoured plagiarist, and his works remaniements or rifachnenti. It is cer-

tain that with the annual pension of 600 livres given to him by the Abbe de

Lyonne he received a recommendation to study Spanish literature. It is

equally certain that he was well acquainted with Rojas, and Lope, and Cal-

deron. Of the Bachelier Le Sage himself confessed the Spanish MS. origi-

nal. The Diable Boiteux is a lineal descendant of the
" Diablo Cojuelo"

of Luis Velez de Guevara, to which it is indebted for both title and plot.

Gonzales reflects Castile in form and incident, in detail and local colour.

Gil Blas is said by Voltaire and others to have been taken from the " Marcos

de Obregon
" of Vicente Espinel. But it is right to remember that the author

of "Zaire" has been gibbeted in " Gil Bias" as Don Gabriel Triaquero. Isla

also declared it to be a mere translation, an assertion equally incapable of

proof or disproof, as there is no trace left of the original. But this is not the

place to discuss the vexed question of Le Sage's originality. Probably he had

as much of it as Sterne or Moliere. Few will doubt that his literary ancestors

were Spaniards. None will deny that this work is essentially Spanish.

The etchings of M. De los Rios require no apology, but of the letter-

press the reader is requested, in the words of Firuzabadi, which he uses in

* ' Yo he dado en Don Quijote pasatiempo

Al pecho melancolico y mohino

En cualquiera sazon, en todo tiempo."

Cervantes, Viage al Parnaso.
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the conclusion of his preface to his celebrated Arabic Lexicon, called the

Kamus or Ocean, to pardon all slips and stumblings, to caulk the chinks

with the oakum of his benevolence, to amend what the pen has written in

excess, or the sight left amiss, or the intellect fallen short of, or the attention

neglected, since man is the mansion of oblivion, and the first of men was

the first of the forgetful.*

There is a double pun in the original

/ /
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HETHER the observation of Cicero that friendship improves

happiness and abates misery be universally true, is not beyond

dispute. Friendship, which has been elegantly said to double

our joys and divide our griefs, might also be declared not

unfrequently to double our griefs and divide our joys. A very
little reflection will show that this quality, which has been so often held up
for admiration in the neatest of dresses, may also appear under a totally

different garb. It may be the subject of a diatribe or a panegyric. While
it finds favour with one, another may look askance at it. Like the chame-

leon in the story, it presents different colours to different persons. Philosophers
have told us that friendship is only possible between those who are both

virtuous and wise. If this be a true description of friendship, as the cogency
of argumentative ratiocination would force us to conclude, then friendship is

surely a matter in which the great majority of mankind can have but little

concern. If, however, friendship be defined a little less severely as a com-

merce subsisting between people, intended for their mutual interest or profit,

it certainly cannot always be said to answer the end for which it is designed.
Those fruits which Bacon gathered in his Essay more than in his life

from the tree of friendship, are not to be found upon it by every visitor in

every season.

The tendency of the " Power of Friendship," the title of a tale told by
Asmodeus to Don Cleofas in the celebrated romance of Le Sage, is to

show that this vaunted attribute may increase instead of diminishing the

heart's fulness, may disturb instead of clarifying the mind's understanding,

may obstruct instead of being serviceable to the chief offices of life.

Don Juan de Zarate, a Toledan, whose matrimonial experience has been

unhappy who has, in fact, caught his wife and the Duke of Naxera in

flagrante delicto, and with Christian and righteous rage killed the pair of

them is represented as wishing, not unnaturally, to quit his country as

quickly as possible, hating what in the devil's opinion all men naturally
B
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love. We behold him taking leave of the widow Cifuentes, a Valeneian

lady who has been the subject of rivalry between Don Fadrique de Mendoga
and Don Alvaro de Ponce. To prevent a threatened duel between those

suitors, she has declared in favour of the former, though she loves neither.

Having seen Don Juan, an intimate friend of Don Fadrique, she falls in

love with him at once, and he with her. The rival claims of love and friend-

ship are responsible for most of the unhappy events of the story. Here, for

example, is Don Juan de Zarate suffering from the effects of his friendship

for Don Fadrique, in being compelled, by what he considers due to that

friendship, to leave for ever a woman he deeply loves. The artist has

admirably presented Don Juan's despair in his gait and countenance. The

same sacred but ill-omened friendship is the cause of the lady's tears. It

obliges the gentleman to receive her confession of love in frozen silence. It

is true that the instances in which a lover has renounced a mistress for a

friend are rare. Asmodeus can only remember two beside the present,

since the time of the Delude.O

The discarded lover, Don Alvaro de Ponce, goes to the isle of Majorca,
and there equips a tartan for the sake of carrying off by force, from her

country seat, the widow Cifuentes, the fair cause of so many sighs. She is

conveyed from her garden in a shallop. Don Juan and Don Fadrique

pursue her, but are captured by an Algerine pirate. Don Juan becomes in

due time a bondsman of the Dey Mezomorto, who tells him of a fair

Christian slave he possesses with a face reflecting the sun, and a shape like

that of a rose-tree in the garden of Iran. This beautiful slave, of course,

turns out to be the widow Cifuentes. Don Juan and the lady arrange an

escape with the help of a renegade Catalan, a gardener of the Dey the

whole story, by the way, reminds us of Cervantes an escape which is nearly

prevented by an unlucky accident. Don Juan has thought fit to call him-

self Alvaro during his imprisonment, for none other apparently than a

dramatic reason. Don Fadrique, who has also arrived at Algiers, supposing

him to be the real Alvaro, who had, in fact, been killed by the pirates, stabs

him just as he and the fair widow are about to embark. Afterwards, dis-

covering his mistake, this modern Pylades kills himself through remorse, the

last and most disastrous effect of his most unlucky friendship.







Zeal.

fpjOMEBODY once told me, says Madame de Maintenon in one

of her amusing letters to Madame de Viefville, that our

misfortunes and disappointments are less the result of our

vices than of our intrigues. The "
somebody

" of whom
the charming Frenchwoman here speaks, might be answered

by the observation that these same vices of ours are in nine cases out of

ten the cause and origin of our intrigues. Love intrigues, for example, are

commonly the result of ill-regulated passion.

What Madame de Maintenon was told about intrigue by somebody, might
be said by anybody with equal truth about zeal. There is nothing, accord-

ing to a well-known writer, in which men more deceive themselves than in

what the world calls zeal. There are so many passions that hide themselves

under it, and so many mischiefs arising from it, that some have gone so far as

to say that it would have been for the benefit of mankind if it had never been

reckoned in the catalogue of virtues. For example, that quality of disposi-

tion which is so often praised and set up for a moral beacon to backsliding

youth under the title of a zeal for religion is commonly little more than a

cloak for pride, interest, or ill-nature. That intemperate zeal in religion pro-

duces infinite calamities, that it severs chief friends and shakes the founda-

tions of domestic concord, that is the most frequent cause of envy, hatred,

malice, and murder, is written as plainly on the pages of ecclesiastical history

as the artist has represented the effects of zeal in love by the accompanying

picture. It is probable that where zeal in love or in religion is once laudable

and prudential, it is a hundred times criminal and erroneous. The zeal of

the lover is too rash, too persistent ;
it is always in action, it disdains the

thought of furlouffh, and looks with scorn upon the notion of winter quarters ;

it enlists for a long campaign, never pausing to consider consequences, and

never taking rest till its object is attained.

There is nc lack of proverbs, which contain some of the best wisdom of

nations, in all languages, dissuasive of indiscreet zeal. To know what con-
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S there is no excellent beauty without some strangeness in the

prop ^rtion, no pleasing whole without some partial defect in

the face of man or woman, so in the moral character there

must be some human weakness in order to interest peccable

humanity. Therefore, we here for once behold in La Mancha's

knight the failing of fear. His character had not attained that perfect

harmony, that roundness of completion, which makes him the favourite of

every judicious reader without it. Were it not for the presence of this fear,

the knight's ordinary bravery, his familiarity with danger, would have drawn

too near to a kind of irreverent confidence wherewith the true humility which

should characterise the preux chevalier, the possible conqueror of the giant

Caraculiambro, lord of the island of Malindrania, is altogether inconsistent.

One might wager a rumping dozen, as the old topers used to say when

George III. was king, that some strange and weird spectacle was foreshadowed

by the very title of a chapter containing "The Adventure of the Dead Corpse,"
which is the translation of old Peter Motteux. Living corpses are rare at the

present day, but when Motteux wrote corpses might perhaps have been alive,

as they were in the days of Milton and Sir John Denham. In the picture

Sancho's back is turned to us, and it is well. The expression of fear which

is doubtless on his face might have been too terrible, and, like the head of

Medusa, turned the spectator to stone. Timanthes, in his masterpiece of the

sacrifice of Iphigenia, has covered the king's countenance with a veil, as

confessing himself unable to portray fully the horror of parental agony.

We cannot but regard with unbounded admiration the stroke of genius

which has similarly concealed from our view the face of Sancho. De los

Rios tells us that the fear of Panza was beyond the possibility of pictorial

representation. Has not Cervantes said that Sancho shook like one in a

palsy, while his teeth chattered as though he had a fit of the ague ? The

position of his hand, it may be urged, shows in some sort independence;

but it is mere bravado after all, the effect of extreme terror, to which sincere
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testimony is borne in the turned-back ears of that sensible animal his ass.

The fright of Sancho may easily be deduced from the condition of his master.

The bold Don Quixote, who might say, in the spirit of Julius Caesar, that

Danger knows full well Don Ouixote is more dangerous than he, displays

now his consternation by rising out of his saddle, by the contour of his face,

by the action as though averting unknown evil of his outstretched hand.

If Don Quixote if the Cavalier of the Lions was afraid, what shall we say

of the condition of Sancho, who has never distinguished himself by his

personal prowess ? And that Don Quixote was for this once afraid there is

no doubt. His Arabian biographer, Cid Hamet Benengeli, is obliged to

confess that on this uncanny occasion his hero's hair stood on end. Con-

science makes cowards of us all. The mind of the immortal knight was

perhaps harassed by thoughts of oaths forsworn and duties unfulfilled. His

servant had prepossessed him with a certain droll anticipation of dreadful

hobgoblins. He himself imagined all the powers of hell against him. He
took those lights glimmering through the trees for the flaming standards of

the advanced guard of Lucifer's infernal crew. Consider the circumstances.

There was the poor knight, virtually alone, for he knew by sad experience

how little he could lean upon that broken reed of a Sancho in feats of arduous

emprise, hungry, benighted, in the midst of a solitary forest, the very venue

of spectral society, seeing suddenly in the distance lights flitting to and fro

like wandering stars, always, however, coming towards him and. growing

bigger as they came. Well might Sancho pull to him the halter of Dapple
and Don Quixote Rosinante's bridle. Well might that devoted couple of

docile animals stand stock-still^as though carved in stone. Nor was the

grim procession which emerged from the shadow of the trees likely to set at

rest the fears of the forlorn pair. The figures all in white with torches,

the mules all in black to their heels, the low moans, and the grisly hearse

with its sable pall ! It was nothing but the body of a man dead of

pestilential fever; but Don Ouixote took it for some dangerously wounded

hero whom it was his bounden duty to assist. And he did his duty to such

purpose that the unhappy mourners thought it was the devil himself come to

fetch away their dead brother in hot haste. Alas ! more than one of them

was wounded in this attempt to relieve injured innocence and punish oppres-

sion. It was another instance of those issues of ill arising from a desire to

do good which Cervantes punctuates with such deliberate purpose another

proof of what this world of ours teaches us so often, that the best endeavours

are far from meeting with proportionate results, or, as the Don himself put
it to one of the unfortunate mourners whose leg had been broken in the

melee, "All things are not blessed alike with a prosperous event."



Captivity

ERVANTES knew from experience the ills of imprisonment.
He has painted them with exactest delineation and in liveliest

colours, not only in one of the episodes of his master-work, but

also in two theatrical pieces, describing the sufferings of Chris-

tian prisoners in a Mohammedan gaol. While serving as a

soldier in the army of Philip II. he fell into the power of one of the most

cruel tyrants of Algiers. His captivity, which lasted five years, caused him

doubtless much corporeal suffering, but it never dimmed the lustre of his

genius, abated the vivacity of his intellect, or chilled the fervour of his

imagination. It has, however, been said by Buflfon that animals kept in

cages invariably lose, sooner or later, the natural colours which distinguish

them in their proper habitations, and become altered in the primitive tints

of their race. Bossuet affirms that men, both in soul and body, are cor-

rupted by captivity ; and we all remember what Dr. Johnson has said in his

derivation of the word "caitiff." That his imprisonment brought about

evils for the body of Don Quixote we have little reason to question. Indeed,

he himself expressly declares so much in his answer to a delicate inquiry

propounded by Sancho, half from tender solicitude, half from a desire to

prove by some practical testimony that his master was not, as he supposed
himself to be, suffering from enchantment. That the firmness of his intellect

was weakened is open to doubt. He is at least as wise in prison as out of

it : his chivalrous courtesy most certainly remains. Witness his answer to

his hostess and her daughter who are bidding him good-bye as he is taken

from them. No fiery chariot drawn by griffins separates him from these

gracious ladies. The spirits and demons of the enchanted castle have chosen,

strangely enough, the unchivalric equipage of a wooden cage, yoked to

a sluggish team of oxen, and it is this ignominious exodus, more than

anything else, which fills the heart of the Knight of the Woful Figure with

unfeigned astonishment.

The imprisonment of the illustrious Don recalls that of other heroes
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Particularly are we reminded of Silvio Pellico, the Italian poet, in the

terrible underground dungeon in the fortress of Spielberg, whose life, for the

general public which knows him only from " Le Mie Prigioni" dates from

the commencement of his captivity. The man we love is the prisoner who

has suffered, and who has told his sufferings with such simplicity and resigna-

tion. We judge of Silvio Pellico from that epoch in which he appears to

have attained his virtues' apogee. We contemplate him as it were from the

threshold of his prison, we look at him through the little opening in the

door of his cell, and the image we carry away is that of Christian perfection.

Full of forgiveness and long-suffering, he has not a bitter word for his

persecutors. He forgives his enemies like a Christian martyr. So we find

Don Quixote, after the period of his durance vile, forgiving and forgetting

apparently the malice of his potent and unearthly foes. He seems never to

have been of a vindictive or implacable disposition. He never harboured

feelings of revenge, or suffered the moral insults of those who hated him

to take a Ions; lease of residence in his heart. And it is to be remembered

that he had not in his captivity any kind of actual consolation. We read

nowhere of his nurture of anv tender flower, as in the story of Silvio Pellico ;

no good-natured spider came to encourage him in his faint-heartedness, like

that which Sir Walter Scott tells us came to King Robert of happy memory ;

still less did any daughter of Arachne deign to sit down beside him, as in

the ancient legend of Miss Muffet. Only one sort of ideal comfort cheered

with a glimpse of sunshine the sad and sombre condition of our illustrious

cavalier. The white skirts of Hope, as she turned to leave him, still rested

in his hand. He was to be married soon. One of the vassals of the wise

Mentironiana in other words, the village barber assured Sancho that his

long-expected wage should be quickly paid, that he should not be defrauded

of the promise of the isle ! and, at the very commencement of his captivity,

the Knight of the Woful Figure received this pleasant news, to dream upon
in the fly-slow hours of his incarceration, that he, the famous Manchegan
lion, should be united with the white Tobosian dove!







Content

T was not without truth and reason that Le Sage, in his prefatory

Dialogue between Chimney A and Chimney B, the first of

the three dialogues between chimneys which his capricious wit

chose to prefix to his admirable tale of "Asmodeus; or, The

Devil upon Two Sticks "
it was not without reason and truth

that he, in the character of Chimney B, observed that his novel, though

really a romance, was at the same time more instructive than a treatise on

moralitv. That it is more pleasing will probably be generally allowed. The

reading; of good books of morality is, in the opinion of Bacon, a little

flat and dead, and set treatises on ethics are scarcely more entertaining #

But in "The Devil on Two Sticks" we have a microcosm of the

useful and the sweet. The characters drawn by Le Sage might have

been sketched from models of the present hour. Though there may
be some little improvement in the gaolers, of whom, says the Devil,

the wickedest of my brethren could hardly supply the place, the usurer

Sanguisuela, who asks the necessitous Captain six hundred and sixty

patacoons for the loan of three hundred and forty, is but the money-lender
of to-day under another name. Sanguisuela, with his black cloak, collar-

band, cropped hair, and beads, who heard mass every morning before he did

any manner of business, is reflected by many a iC

private gentleman," to

whom distance is no object, who sends his prospectus gratis, such is his

generositv, who treats, such is his courtesy, all communications as strictly

private, and who wants to lend money immediately, at time of application,

on note of hand alone, without any security whatever. Many a miser such as

the miser painted by Le Sage, many an amorous dotard, and many a super-

annuated coquette, are met by us every morning and afternoon, in our

walks along the London streets. The alchemist, the apothecary, the poet

who wrote his poems on his walls, the author of "The Universal Deluge,"

a tragedy in which he could not at least be charged with neglect of the

unity of place, the greasy graduate Donoso, more witty than the Volumnius
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so praised by Cicero, the arrant scribbler surrounded by a hundred tomes

compiling one volume in which there will not be a line of his own, all the

motley crowd of persons whom Don Cleofas saw through the darkness as

clearly as in noonday when his attendant tutelar demon had removed for him
the roofs of their houses as to use the comparison of Luis Velez de Guevara

a man takes off the crust from a pie, all of them have here and now their

types and representatives. They are none of them dead. They never will

die. They will last, in spite of the Societies of Christian Young Men and

for the Prevention of Vice, as long as the world endures, those pious people
to whom their own faults seem trifles, while they look through a microscope
at the faults of their neighbours ; and those Lucretias with the white hands

and sparkling rings, the well-turned legs and pink stockings, the fine ladies

who fell so greedily on the partridges and cold chickens, pigeons and ham,
and sweetmeats and wine, to pay for which the cully Patricio was obliged to

pawn his rosary.

Good, however, survives as well as evil, though Le Sage has given us but

few instances of it in his comedy of human life. One tale, at least, is told by
Asmodeus on which humanity may pride itself. Before his protggg Don
Cleofas marries, by his means, the fair Serafina with her fine settlement, and

then, with natural ingratitude, reveals the history of the friendly imp, thus

divorcing himself for ever from the fallen angel to whom he was indebted for

the chief happiness of his life, before all this comes to pass, the poor devil

tells the short but pleasant story to which this sketch is an illustration,

recalling the well-known Savetier of La Fontaine.
" Poor and content is," says the proverb,

"
rich and rich enough." The

contented man cannot, indeed, with any propriety of language, be called

poor. Here is a banker, who has come back from Peru laden with riches.

He has returned to his old father and mother, who have not seen him for

twenty long years, but have never ceased to pray for him. At ten

o'clock one night, after they have been in bed some time, they hear a

knock at their door. It is their son, the rich banker. The company fall

on each others' necks in turn, tokens of affection are taken and offered,

after which pleasing and pious paroxysms, illustrated in the picture before

us, the son offers his parents a portion of his Peruvian gold. The father

is resolved not to accept it, but the mother hankers after it. Finally, the old

man is persuaded by his wife to receive a purse, on condition that he may
still mend all the shoes of his family, in addition to those of the vicar of

his parish. But in the sequel the cobbler returns to his last for the general
and his private good. He is ready to die with uneasiness and discontent

until he is permitted to give the purse to the poor, and botch as before all

the old shoes of his neighbourhood.







Cbivalr\>.

OYAL, ancient, illustrious, brave, pious, and errant chivalry!

How sad to think, with Voltaire, that its most brilliant epoch
was the epoch of revolt, sedition, robbery, and murder. Why
will not Byron allow us to imagine that the times of the knights

were times of love, honour, and so forth? Were those good

old days when Vamour du bon vieux temps Vamour antique flourished

really the most profligate of all possible periods ? Were the ages of chivalry

as ignorant as they were corrupt? Ought the majority of the Troubadours

to have been prosecuted by a Society for the Suppression of Vice? and were

the vows of the most faithful knights commonly broken as recklessly as

Don Ouixote's vow in the matter of the helm of Mambrino? It was,

perhaps, after all, what any person with a fair knowledge of human

nature might have expected. Not every man who calls himself a Christian

believes in the Thirty-nine Articles of the Christian faith, and not every

knight came near the ideal perfection required by the noble order of chivalry.

Some knights were of gold possibly, but many more were of pinchbeck all

appeared knights alike, for the touchstone of truth then, as now, was not

invariably at hand.

The ideal spirit of chivalry was indeed a spirit of all that is great and

noble. To protect the unprotected, to assist the poor, to succour the widow

and the orphan, to right all wrongs and to redress all grievances such was

the high ambition of that sweet dream of the days of old. It was a holy

institution, which bound its professors by a solemn consecration and by

many vows of straitest observance. It disdained, in theory, all claims to

title, all pretensions to hereditary rank. Every man derived such honour as

he possessed from himself, and not from his foregoers. Every cavalier who

became famous owed his place upon the lips of men to the prowess of his

own strength. Every gentle knight obtained his glory by some particular

deed of high emprise in arms. They feared God, those Paladins of old, they

honoured the king, and they served all women, for the love of one woman only.
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Such was chivalry in imagination, but far different was chivalry in fact.

It was corrupted by falsehood and rendered ridiculous by exaggeration.
Men ceased to observe the just mean. Geoffroy de Rudel, for example, the

celebrated Troubadour and knight, fell in love with the Countess of Tripoli
without seeing her. He composed many songs about this lady, and sang
them to the most mournful music. The whole of his story reads more like

a romance than a very reality of word and deed. Geoffrey's passion for his

celebrated Countess was not a whit less absurd than that of Don Ouixote

for his lady Dulcinea.

The evening twilight of chivalry was painted by Cervantes, but the

dead waist and middle of its night, not to be followed by any morn,

was, beyond all question, the invention of firearms and the institution

of standing armies. A cannon makes cavalry and infantry, a coward and a

hero, almost equal. Orlando, in Ariosto's poem, throws into the sea, with

ball and gunpowder and all its appurtenances, the artillery of the king

Cimosco, as the destruction of military glory, bringing into dishonour the

profession of arms.

But it is time to turn to our picture, to the combat a outrance between

two knights mounted on chargers the most peaceable in the world. The
face of Rozinante is full of gentle loving-kindness, and the countenance of

the other steed belies him, for it displays more fury than he feels. The first

rays of the rising sun are topping the tall cork-trees with gold. In one of

them, Sancho, the cautious squire, has secured a comfortable position whence

he can see, himself unseen and without danger, the doughty battle between

his lord and the Knight of the Wood, or, as he was called from the half-

moons of Icoking-glass on his mail shirt, the Knight of the Mirrors. This is

the knight whom his mistress, the peerless Casildea de Vandalea, had

brought into as many dangers for her sweet sake as Hercules endured labours

from the hostility of ox-eyed Juno. Was it not for Casildea that he fixed

for the space of a whole week the volatile lady, La Giralda of Seville? For

her, too, he weighed the monstrous bulls of Guisando, and for her he plunged
into the dark abyss of Cabra. A plume of yellow, green, and white feathers

waves over his head, but his vizor is down. The fiery combatants having
wheeled about to take ground for their career, are already in the most critical

moment of hostile encounter. Who is not acquainted with the unlucky

sequel of that famous fight ? Who is ignorant that the Knight of the

Mirrors was carried incontinently over his horse's crupper ? And who knows

not that, when the vizor of the fallen knight was raised, Don Quixote dis-

covered, beneath that lid of steel, the very make, the very features, the very

effigy of his old friend the Bachelor Samson Carrasco ?







Sorcery

T is sad to reflect that on the rare occasions on which super-

natural power has been given to mortals, they have seldom

used it for other than evil purposes. The charmed cup of

Circe turned men into grovelling swine, Canidia interfered

with the course of the moon and the repose of the buried

dead. Many volumes have been filled with the bad behaviours of sorcerers

of modern times. King James, that wisest of kings, as he was called by Sir

Francis Bacon, the wisest of subjects, wrote a book expressly to expose their

wicked tricks. And in a work, of which the plate before us is an illustration,

Alain Rene Le Sage has declared how a sorcerer in Spain unjustifiably

enclosed Asmodeus, or the Devil upon Two Sticks, in a glass bottle, thereby

depriving mankind of much innocent entertainment, and damming up
what might have proved an inexhaustible fountain of incident for the

novel-writers of all time.

For what we know of this ill-natured sorcerer, we have to thank Don
Cleofas Leandro Perez Zambullo, whose adventurous spirit by a happy
accident restored to the imprisoned demon his liberty for a while. This

young gentleman, a student at the University of Alcala, has on a dark

night of October paid a visit to Dona Tomasa, a lady in whom he is

tenderly interested. All, alas ! is not gold that glitters, and this lady is as

bad as she is beautiful. Pursued by four bullies, Don Cleofas runs for his

life like a tom-cat over the tiles of the adjacent houses, till he enters the

apartment in which we see him. Here are the most approved appur-
tenances of sorcery. Here is the copper lamp hanging from the ceiling,

whose friendly light was his cynosure in his errant course, and here are

the old books, papers, sphere, compasses, hour-glass retort, cucurbit, jars

and glass phials, without which no sorcerer's apartment is complete. In

one of these last the unhappy Asmodeus pines imprisoned. This demon, not

Lucifer, nor Uriel, nor Beelzebub, not Leviathan, nor Belphegor, nor Ash-

taroth, but the busy devil called by the lying poets Dan Cupid this demon,
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who, were he not a fiend, would, as he tells us, be an inquisitor ;
that

same ill-conditioned sorcerer, a mighty necromancer and magician to boot,

has, by means of spells and conjurations so powerful that all hell trembles

at them, incarcerated in a glass bottle. Taking advantage of the accident

if aught be accident of the advent of Don Cleofas, Asmodeus appeals to

him for liberty. The bold youth dashes the bottle to the ground, a thick

black liquor spreads itself about the floor, out of which rises a grey smoke,

which being condensed becomes not a huge giant as in the Fisherman's

tale in the " Arabian Nights
" but a dwarf some two and a half feet

high, resting on crutches, with goat's legs, long face, sharp chin, flat nose,

wide mouth, unparalleled lips edged with a wretched red moustache, eyes like

lighted coals, and black and yellow complexion. The lameness of this prince

of the powers of the air is the result of an encounter, somewhere between

heaven and earth, with Pillardoc, the Demon of Interest, in which Asmodeus

had been hurled to the ground. They had quarrelled about the marriage
of a young girl, embraced, and from that time became mortal foes. The

head of bim is wrapped in a sort of turban of red crape, set off with a plume
of cocks' and peacocks' feathers. Around his neck he wears a yellow linen

collar, imprinted with patterns of earrings and necklaces. His short white

satin coat is girt with a girdle of virgin parchment, marked with talismanic

characters. On it are painted women's stays, well developed about the

breasts, scarves and parti-coloured aprons. But his cloak is the most won-

derful part of his attire. It shows in outline of Indian ink, so fine in work-

manship that it is not visible to the naked eye, a Spanish and French lady, a

company of Germans and of gamblers, a great Mahometan lord encompassed

by his seraglio, and an English gentleman presenting a pipe and a pot of beer

to his mistress. It is a cloak eclipsing the admirable shield of Achilles, which

exhausted the art of Vulcan. Don Cleofas takes hold of it, and finds himself

in a trice perched on the steeple of St. Salvador, listening to Asmodeus'

explanation of the doings of all Madrid. Without any of the inconvenience

to which travelling is liable, he makes tour after tour, and witnesses the

punishment of the faithless Dona Tomasa. That lady and her cavaliers are

busy with a brace of partridges, a rabbit, and wine, for all which Don Cleofas

has paid, when suddenly a violet-coloured vapour, blown out of the mouth of

Asmodeus, descends upon the party. A quarrel ensues, two of the gentlemen
are slain, two are carried away by the police, and the fair Tomasa is lodged
in prison and left tearing her hair on straw.
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penance.

CCORDING to the doctrine of the Protestant Church,, penance
is not considered one of the sacraments of the Gospel. Con-
firmation and faith are held by that Church to be the only

elements of repentance and reformation. The conditions for the

necessary transition from bad to good are, if we may believe

Chillingworth and Hales, a consciousness of guilt and a desire of amendment.

But, according to the doctrine of the Catholic Church, confession is neces-

sary to bring the sinner to self-knowledge, absolution is necessary to calm

his conscience, and penance is necessary for the instruction and discipline

of the converted^ without which he is not free from the consequences of his

It is a public or private expression of repentance.sin

One would imagine that penance, to be effectual, must be suffered by the

transgressor himself. How far vicarious agony may expiate an offence, is a

subtle question which had better be left for theologians to discuss, and if

possible determine. In the picture before us the broad back of Sancho

Panza is not suffering for his own sins. The scourge inexorable and the

torturing hour which calls him to his distress are endured for the sake of

another. The sage Merlin, who built for King Arthur his havens, ships, and

halls, was the penitentiary who enjoined poor Sancho so bitter penance.
It is Sancho whom, out of all the world, that wise enchanter has delegated
to suffer and cry

" Ah ! ah !

"
for the sake of the several beauties of the fair

Dulcinea, for a time deformed. It is Sancho that Merlin the Wizard has

pitched upon to disenchant his master's mistress. It is he who is favoured

with the task of restoring to her right form and pristine beauty that best

hand at pig-salting in all La Mancha. It is he who by stripes inflicted on

himself is allowed the privilege of purchasing the liberty of the lady known

to the common unideal village boors as Aldonza Lorenzo.

Three thousand three hundred lashes ! It is a large number, and Sancho,

to say the truth, has been shamefully remiss. His bowels yearned not, no

tenderness of pity affected him though the happiness of so fair a lady was at
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stake. He was devoid of all right feeling. Five lashes indeed he had given
himself some time ago, with the palm of his hand, but what were five lashes

paid among so many still due ? The Duchess had remonstrated with him with-

out avail, and his master, poor man, was continually reminding him of this

sacred duty. The Duchess, disgusted with the poltroonery which he showed in

using only the palm of his hand as the instrument of torture, recommended

a friar's scourge, or a penitent's whip, or a cat-o'-nine-tails. But Sancho

would none of them, alleging that his flesh was as soft as that of any lady

in the land
;
and so here was Dulcinea perishing while Sancho lived careless

of her destiny, and his liege lord and master was every day dying of desire.

Oh! the pity of it. Only three thousand three hundred lashes, and Dulcinea

would be as wholly disenchanted as the mother that bore her ! But Sancho

could not be prevailed upon to undertake the business until Don Quixote
one day bethought him of this expedient. He offered to pay his servant for

his self-flagellation. Thereupon Sancho bargained with wonderful alacrity

for the desired number of lashes at three halfpence a lash. The whole sum
would amount, as he reckoned, to eight hundred and twenty-five reals or

sixpences.

It is evening: the sun is bidding his farewell to the western world. The

place is a shady wood full of coolness and repose, and the sacrifice is about

to commence. The once reluctant Sancho stands ready stripped to his

waist, and has made himself for the nonce a whip out of his Dapple's halter.

Don Quixote leans against a tree at a little distance with his rosary in his

hand, prepared to count by his beads the cruel strokes as they fall upon the

back and loins of his devoted servant. Meanwhile, he is praying Heaven to

prosper the pious undertaking. Out and alas ! by the time a poor half-

dozen blows have been distributed on this tender flesh of his, Sancho has

begun to repent himself of his bargain. After eight lashes he rescinded, says

the history, the original contract, and entered into a fresh agreement for

double the amount of money per lash. And then, and this is the worst

part of all, that knave of a Sancho left off bruising his own skin, and fell

foul of the trees round about him, tearing off their barks, and fetching all

the while such dismal groans, that one would have thought he was going
to give up the ghost. It was a hypocritical penance, but so far as we know,
like many another piece of pious hypocrisy it answered its purpose.



Jngratitube.

O do good to the vulgar is to throw water into the sea, is a

proverb of which every succeeding year of life's experience
more and more supports and confirms the truth and wisdom.

In the diaries of the vulgar we find no dutiful memento of

favours received
;

for any benefit conferred upon them there is

no golden asterisk of acknowledgment. They forget the good clone to them

altogether, or they return evil for it. It is the old fable of the husbandman

and the frozen snake. The snake lay half frozen to death in a hard winter

under a hedge. The man warmed it in his breast, and as soon as ever it was

in a condition to do mischief, it bit the very breast that cherished it, and

sought to effect the ruin of its preserver. There are human snakes to

be found everywhere, whose malice is the more implacable as the service

rendered to them is more benevolent and important. The sun covers the

earth with his broad mantle of heat and splendour, and the brute earth in

return blackens the face of the beneficent luminary with pestilent fog and

vapour exhaled from fen and marsh in its ungrateful bosom. To the majority
of men it is less dangerous to do hurt than to do too much good, since the

good is converted by them for the most part into a means of injury.

Hell, it has been said, is paved with the bodies of the ungrateful. In-

gratitude is the daughter of pride, and one of the greatest sins known to man.

Only between her and her mother is the contest for pre-eminence in evil.

To respond even with trifles for a kindness is of course better than to make
no sign of response at all. Even a poor desire to return a benefit, though of

little value in a human court, will have its proper price attached to it in a

court which takes account of the secret intentions of the heart, a court where

all error and injustice is unknown. Ingratitude, it is true, is seldom found

in a man, so long as you are in a condition to do him service. It is as com-

mon as lying, and therefore it is that the good world has raised so loud and

universal an outcry against them both. The great work of Cervantes, the

Weltbibel, as Goethe called his Reineke Fuchs, had hardly been complete
D
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without a sample of it. Therefore its hero is made acquainted with the truth

of the old English proverb,
C( Save a thief from the gallows, and he'll cut your

throat." 'Twas the result of his setting at liberty those unfortunate ones,

who were being conveyed against their will to the Gurapas or galleys, to

taste of the biscuit and the lash. Far indeed were they from doing what

their liberator and benefactor desired. Not one of them from their chief,

Gines de Passamonte, who had committed more crimes than all the rest put

together, to him who had merely stolen a buck-basket could be induced to

present himself to the Lady Dulcinea del Toboso with a message from her

enamoured knight. Don Quixote might as well have hoped to gather pears

from an elm as to make these galley-slaves carry back their chains to La
Mancha. And what was the end of it all ? The succourer of the oppressed,

the reliever of the wretched, and the restorer of the wronged, was pelted with

a shower of stones, from which he tried to cover himself with his frail buckler

to little purpose, while poor Sancho Panza was content to crouch behind the

crupper of his ass, to shelter himself from a volley that threatened his life.

The pensive donkey, though battered, turns a brave face to the enemy,

shaking his ears in defiant disgust of the whizzing artillery, but Rozinante

is so dejected and despondent that he appears to lean against his master for

a material support.
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EATH," says Addison in one of his Spectators,
"

is a matter

of universal interest." With the lives of statesmen and con-

querors and kings we may have no concern; we may not it is

not likely we shall be called upon to act our part in any one

of these characters, but the dying man we must all, at some time or another,

sooner or later, certainly resemble. We, in our turn, must die as he has

died. We are subject to the same general law of mortality, and we are

naturally curious to know how others have behaved in a position which will

one day be our own. There is, too, some sort of melancholy satisfaction in

the consideration of the deaths of the illustrious; the dropping of these great

ones, one after another, around us, has a wonderful effect in reconciling us

to our own inevitable dissolution. So, when we arrive at the last scene of

Cervantes' immortal story, we put ourselves in the place of his hero, and our

own ambitions and delights, our business and pleasure, become for a while as

insignificant to us as were the order of chivalrv, and the love of the peerless

Dulcinea to the thoughts of the dying Don Quixote. We see, with a tender

regret, the last scene of all which closes his life's eventful history. There is

Samson Carrasco the bachelor, standing in the background. There, too, are

the niece and the housekeeper the niece of whom the history tells us so

little, and the housekeeper who came with the sprinkler and the holy-water-

pot in her desire good pious soul ! to deliver herself from the power of

those sorcerers, with which she considered the books in her master's library

to abound. There, too, sitting at the table covered with a cloth, which

reminds us of the writing of Cid Hamet ben Engeli, is the scrivener, who
has been summoned to draw up his will. There is the village curate, that

man of learning and graduate of Siguenza, who has just heard his last

confession, and administered in extreme unction the last touch of the holy

chrism which is contained in the sacred cup at the foot of the bed-curtains.

There, nearest to his beloved master, in death as in life, stands Sancho

Panza, his trusty squire, with head bent down and folded arms, dreaming
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no more of any balsam of Fierabras or isle of Barataria. " There is

nothing," he has just told us it is his last speech, the last sample
of his proverbial philosophy, the last utterance of his squirely wisdom

"there is nothing but ups and downs in this world; and he that is cast

down to-day may be a cock-a-hoop to-morrow." And yet he looks now as

if he, for his part, could never be cock-a-hoop again. But he too will forget,

as we all forget. The niece will continue to eat, the housekeeper to drink

and wash down her sorrow, and Sancho will yet make much of himself; for

there is a strange charm in the thoughts of a good legacy or the hopes of an

estate, which wondrously removes or at least alleviates the sorrow that men

might otherwise feel for the death of their friends. And there too and

yet not there is Alonzo Ouixano, whom people called The Good, not the

Cavalier of the Lions, not the admirer of Amadis of Gaul, not even the

Knight of the Woful Countenance. Restored to perfect judgment at the

moment of death, he has passed away with a smile of gratitude, while all

around him were weeping ; reversing, as the Persian poet Hatif says, the

order of his birth, when he wept while all around him smiled. The Physician

has come to him of those whom no medicine can cure the Comforter of

those whom time cannot console : the Cross, the sign of Christian peace,

lies upon his breast. The ingenious Don Quixote has given up the ghost,

or to speak more plainly, as his biographer loved to speak, is dead. He has

reached the undiscovered country, from whose bourne no traveller returns.

Death has put him in his saddle-bags, has drunk up his life as one drinks

a jar of cold water. He is dead, and yet is alive. He has changed debility

for strength, infirm age for vouth immortal, midnight for noon, midwinter

for eternal spring. To call this dying is, as Jeremy Collier has told us, an

abuse of language.
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F registers there are many kinds. Not to dwell upon the registers

of printing which formerly supplied the place of what are now
known as signatures, the indexes or tables giving the first word

of the different sheets of which, by the way, there is a curious

example in an edition of Dante published at Milan in 1478 in folio

there are the well-known Registers of Births, Deaths, and Marriages, of

Ships, of Sales of Land, and of Accounts. There are other less familiar

registers, such as the Register of Popes. But of all the registers which it has

entered into the mind of man to conceive, of all the reductions of things to

be remembered into a book, the most cynical and the saddest is the register

which Don Enrique, the master of Vanillo Gonzalez, read only at night, and

seemed to affect to keep hidden in his library. To find the nature of this

notable register, we must turn over a few pages of Le Sage's novel, less

known now than it deserves to be, "Vanillo Gonzalez."

Vanillo, or rather Estevanille Gonzalez, surnamed the Merry Fellow, is

the history of a Spanish adventurer, which, according to Le Sage, its re-

puted author, Gonzalez wrote himself,
"
published at Antwerp, and dedicated

to the Duke d'Amalfi, formerly General of his Catholic Majesty's Forces

in the Netherlands." The reader of the present day cares not a jot for his

Catholic Majesty's forces in the Netherlands, or elsewhere. He is perhaps
indifferent even to the existence of his Grace the Duke d'Amalfi, who, by the

by, becomes Amalti in the English translation of 1735. But it may interest

him to learn that Le Sage has taken many of his hero's adventures from the

well-known work " La Vida del Escudero Marcos de Obregon/' a book, not a

mere tissue of fictions without any moral profit, but a sage volume, in which

grave lessons of ethics lie hid under the laughing masks of gay imaginings.

But to return to the register. Among the many masters whom Vanillo

Gonzalez is supposed to serve is a certain Don Enrique de Bolagnos, the

French equivalent of the Spanish Bolafios humorously translated Bologna
a gentleman who read all the morning in his closet, and went out to dine in
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town at noon, never returning till midnight. His servant had therefore

plenty of time in which to amuse himself, and the situation was not a bad

one. But there was a strange circumstance about his master which he

could not understand. Among the books he read was a large one the

register in question which he turned over every night before he went to

bed. He wrote some lines in it, razed out others, and then shut it close till

the next day at the same hour. The curiosity of Gonzalez was so excited

by this that he asked his master about the contents of the mysterious
volume. "

It is," said he, "the register of my friends/'

The large book contains, in fact, nothing but the names of Don

Enrique's friends, and the dates of their initiation into the holy sacrament

of friendship. Gonzalez, who seems on the present occasion to want his

ordinary share of wit, asks why so many of these names are cancelled or

erased. To which his master replies,
" You must know that I wrote down all

these names when I thought that I was beloved by the persons to whom they

belong, and scratched them out when I found I was mistaken."

What a melancholy register is here ! A book of the names of friends

filling over four hundred pages, and all those names blotted out, save some

half-dozen on the last two leaves, which owed their survival, in all proba-

bility to the shortness of time during which the unlucky registrar had been

acquainted with the persons whom they represented. Two, indeed, of this

poor six one of whom, on hearing Don Enrique slandered, was silent, whilst

the other applauded the slanderer are deleted from this register whilst it is

before the eyes of Gonzalez. Even of the relatives of his master, his father's

name alone remains. Of those false friends with whose names the pages of

this strange register are so thickly studded, one, we are told, offered much,

but, being on trial, performed nothing ; another, affecting to look towards

his friend's advantage, had in view only his own interest ; another corrupted
his friend's mistress

;
another debauched his friend's sister. It is the old

story. Don Enrique had done with his novel register had made his last

entry and closed it in disgust in a month's time after he had shown it

to Gonzalez. The sole wonder is that he was brave and patient enough to

keep it for so long. But there is a moral use in the record of this experi-

ment. A thousand people, who boast to-day of the number of their friends

without possessing so much as one friend, might be a little less loud in their

self-congratulations had they read the register of Don PJairique.
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LL deception, says South, in one of his excellent sermons

sermons which satisfy and please the intelligence while thev

make a deep impression on the heart all deception is nothing
else but a lie reduced to practice, and falsehood passing from

words to things. Now, as falsehood has ever been considered,

except in the most polished times and nations, a disgrace to humanity

possibly because, as Bacon says, it is a vice to which men are particularly

prone deceit, which is nothing more than falsehood in act, can hardlv be

held a virtue. Still, as some lies are held excusable by some people some-

times, so deceit seems, on rare occasions, to merit forgiveness. One of

these occasions is certainly that which has given rise to the present picture

illustrating a passage in the famous novel of Hurtado de Mendoza.

The "Lazarillo de Tonnes" is the autobiography of a boy Little

Lazarus, as the Spanish name signifies born in a mill on the banks of the

river Tormes, near Salamanca. His father is a thief; his mother at the

most something far worse in popular estimation at the least a receiver of

stolen goods. She hands him over, at the early age of nine years, in the

most heartless fashion, to the tender mercies of an old blind beggar, who

treats him with a malevolence unprovoked in its commencement by any
action of Lazarillo. In addition to this, he reduces the wretched lad, by a

strict system of diet, to the verge of starvation. Such conduct would go
far to justify deceit on the part of the injured and to provoke the sweetest

temper in the world. The blind beggar and the boy pass their time, accord-

ingly, in a condition of reciprocal cruelty, hostility, and distrust. Lazarillo

not having had the advantage of a Christian education, prefers stealing to

starving and deceit to death. His master is so cunning that it is difficult

to circumvent him
;
but from a hole which the lad has made in the bottom

of the beggar's wallet he filches bits of meat and bacon, while from another

in his jar, stopped up when necessary with wax, he furnishes himself with

an occasional draught of wine.
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In the etching we see Lazarillo and the blind beggar that knave, as the

history describes him with a humble and devout countenance, who knew

upwards of a hundred prayers by heart, resting after an eleemosvnarv

quest before the door of a church in Escalona. The beggar has purchased,

by means of charitable assistance, a sausage, and has commenced cooking it

in a roaster, under which a tire is burning before him. While this unctuous

delicacy is a-doing, he regales himself with the dripping. Then, taking out

his purse, he gives his boy a halfpenny to purchase wine wherewithal.

Lazarillo is as usual hungry, and, as our English proverb savs, it is difficult

for an empty sack to stand upright. It was the devil, beyond a doubt, who
made him take notice of a turnip, or rather a rape, not unlike the sausage in

appearance, which had been thrown away by some housewife as unfit for

eating. His raging appetite, still further stimulated by the savourv smell of

the meat, which he knows full well is all the curmudgeonlv old beo-o-ar

intends for the share of his servant, makes him careless of consequences.
In a trice he snatches the sausage from the roaster, while the old man is

fumbling for his money, and in a twinkling supplies its place with the rape.

No sooner has he started for the wine than his master begins to blow the

fire, thinking the more speedily to cook what his own miserable parsimony
and Lazarillo's urgent appetite have already caused to vanish. Having cooked

what that same housewife had thought not worth cooking, he places it between

two slices of bread, preparing, as he imagines full surely, to make a most de-

licious meal. But when he bites through the bread, thinking to take a part
of the sausage, he encounters in its stead the hard and unsavoury rape.

The artist has represented him holding out this rape on the bread to his

boy Lazarillo, who has just returned with the wine, evidently asking for an

explanation of his disappointment. The answer of Lazarillo, his indignant
denial of any knowledge of the mortifying substitution of the rape for the

sausage, the subsequent proceedings of the old beggar how he ran tearing

mad, and fell to loggerheads with the knavish lad and the filthv conclusion,

reminding the reader of the effects of the balsam of Fierabras on the stomachs

of Sancho Panza and Don Quixote, are written at full length in the Spanish

chronicle, to which the curious reader must be referred.
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RROR, in spite of the assertion of Messala in ''Julius Caesar/' is

not always hateful, nor fairly to be called the child of melan-

choly. On the contrary, it is very often pleasing, and, properly

to be spoken of, as the mother of mirth. There are, of course,

parlous misconceptions in matters of religion, gross misunder-

standings on the subject of politics, which engender nausea and disgust, but

of those minor hallucinations commonly known as mistakes, a very large

proportion has none other tendency than to amuse us and put a few red-

letter days into the almanack of our life before our little year is ended.

These are the mistakes to which the comic writer is indebted for his most

funny situations. False impressions about the meaning of words, or about

their proper reference, are of these mistakes, probably the most numerous

and the most laughable. A slight stumble of intelligence in this sort is

here recorded on the part of Lazarillo de Tormes.

None of Lazarillo's masters were distinguished by their riches. They
were all as poor as Job. They were chiefly occupied in keeping the wolf

from the door, and not one of them had more than a bowing acquaintance

with Mammon. Wealth would have proved to few of them a stumbling-
block in their entrance into the kingdom of heaven. So far as money is the

root of all evil, not a single ill plant grew in their moral gardens. But they

had their vices, nevertheless, though in very different measure. Lazarillo's

third master, the Esquire of Toledo, was undoubtedly the least malignant
and the poorest of them all. He was wont at night-time to put beneath

his head a pillow of his clothes, and in the making of his bed there was but

very little to make. It was indeed nought but a platform of reeds which

showed like the ribs of a lean hog through its old covering. Still he

did his best to keep up appearances, after the way of the world. He
would wear lace ruffles though he had never a shirt. Though he had

eaten nothing all day, he would go out in the evening with a toothpick
in his mouth, and swagger abroad with a straw taken from his mattress,

E
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which could ill spare in its leanness even that little larceny. One day this

gentleman, whose waist, we are told, was as fine as that of a greyhound of

the best breed, by some extraordinary chance got hold of one real, a sum

about equivalent to an English threepenny bit. Giving it to his servant

Lazarillo, he bade him hie to the market-place,
" For to-day," said he,

" we will

feast like lords." But alas ! there is many a slip between the cup and the lip.

Lazarillo is on his way to the market with the wine-jar into which no wine

had entered for so long in his hand, in the most joyous and light-hearted

mood imaginable, when this single gleam of sunshine is overtaken by a

sudden storm. He sees a great crowd in one of the streets through which

he passes. On examination, he finds to his horror the centre of it composed
of priests accompanying a corpse. His heart goes pit-a-pat while he stands

up against the wall to give them room. The dead body passes along on its

dark journey, followed by a lady in mourning, the widow of the deceased,

surrounded by her friends.
" She was weeping bitterly," says Thomas Roscoe

in his translation of the story
" she was weeping bitterly, and uttering in a

loud voice the most piteous exclamations.
f Alas !' she cried,

'

my dear hus-

band and lord ! whither are they taking you ? To that miserable and unhappy

dwelling, to that dark and dismal habitation, to the house where there is

neither eating nor drinking!'
' Good heavens!' ejaculated Lazarillo,

( never shall I forget the moment when I heard those words.'
' Miserable

and unhappy wretch that I am!' he exclaimed, in an agony of mind,
c
it is

to our house into which not one jot of meat or drink has entered these

three days that they are bringing this body !

' "

The remainder of the story tells how, having had enough of it for that

bout, Lazarillo, forgetting his errand to the market, ran off as fast as his legs

could carry him, till he reached his master's house, when he closed, barred,

and bolted the door, and put his shoulder against it for further security.

But the crowd of mourners passed on its way in due course without staying

to deposit the dead body where little Lazarus supposed ; and his master

having heard the occasion of his fright, and seen the provision basket

empty, is more satiated with mirth than meat by his servant's natural

mistake of the hungry sepulchre for his hungry home.







melets.

HE ways of making an omelet are more numerous than the

etymologies of that word, though these constitute in their

variety an imposing array. The learned disciples of Vossius

and Manage,, those who tread in the footsteps of Archbishop

Trench, and shoot their arrows of philological inquiry at a

venture, tell us that we may consider it a corruption of an old form, ame-

lette, found in French of the sixteenth century, signifying the little soul, that

is, the yolk of an egg, or we may derive it from alumelle from its flatness, or

we may refer it to cevfs melees, that is, mixed eggs, or we may attribute it to

the Latin for a soft egg, or we may regard it as an outgrowth from the Greek

for egg and honey, or we may hold it to have a common origin with the

Arabic
;
but here, as this paper is not intended for the learned, it were well

to stop. As to the ways of making omelets, we find in our cookery-books,

modern and ancient, receipts for composing them with herbs, cheese, ham,

bread, bacon, oysters, apples, tunny-fish, sugar, macaroni, rum, milk, and

jams of every kind. But in all these omelets one thing is essentially neces-

sary an indispensable prerequisite and that is, that the eggs, the foundation-

stone of the delicacy, should be perfectly fresh
;
in a word, new-laid.

In the little anecdote which follows, this important rule was unfortunately

neglected, with results so sad as should make all conscientious cooks careful

anent this particular for the future. Whether their omelet gleams with the

lively emerald of the spinach or blushes phosphorescent with the ruby of the

tomato, the eggs out of which that omelet has grown must be fresh.

It was a want of this precaution that made so unsatisfactory Don
Guzman d'Alfarache's first adventure at an inn. The sort of inn and of

hostess is clearly enough shown by the etching, the first of those drawn by
De los Rios for Mateo Aleman's famous novel. The descriptive letterpress

of the plate is taken for its excellence and for the sake of variety from a

version published two centuries and a half ago. It is Don Guzman himself

who speaks :

"
I came at length to an inn, my feet surbated, myself sad, and,
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above all, with my mill in very good state to grind, my teeth sharp, and my
stomach faint. It was about noon- I asked what we might have to dinner.

They told me they had nothing but eggs. It had not been amiss if they had

been eggs, but some were addle, others ready to hatch. The hostess asked

me,
' My pretty child, whence are you ?

'
I told her I was of Seville. With

that she came nearer unto me, and giving me a chuck under the chin, she

said unto me,
f

Now, you little wanton fool, whither wander you ?
'

I told

her I was going to the court, and wished her to give me somewhat for my
dinner. Then she made me sit down upon a lame bench, and on the top of

a little block she spread a dishclout before me just for all the world like unto

the maulkins wherewith she swept her oven, and this, forsooth, was my
tablecloth

; my salt cellar was the foot of an old broken pitcher or some piece
of a potsherd such as she set full of water to make her poultry drink, and my
half a loaf of bread was blacker than her napery. This preparation made,
she presently poured me forth upon a plate a froize" which being interpreted
is an omelet "of eggs, which might more truly have been termed a plaster.

They, the bread, the jar, the water, the salt cellar, the salt, the linen, and

the hostess were all one, so well did they suit together. I was as sharp set

upon the froize as a hog is after acorns, and slopt up my eggs as a sow does

wash, I was so eager upon the business. I made no bones of it, all went

clean up together without any great chewing ; howbeit, to speak the truth, I

felt the tender bones of those untimely chickens crackling between my teeth,

so that they made my gums to tickle again. And even yet, to this day,

methinks I hear those little chickens, those poor pretty fools, still cry
(

Peep !

peep!' within my bowels."

Such is an extract from the scarce original translation of James Mabbe,

or, as he calls himself in Spanish, Don Diego Puede-Ser, printed for Edward
Blount in London, a.d. 1623. The translation is remarkable no less for its

spirit than for its completeness and fidelity. It excited the admiration of

Ben Jonson, who, after speaking of the excellence of the original, declared

" Such books deserve translators, of like coat

As was the genius wherewith they were wrote
;

And this hath met that one, that may be stiled

More than the foster-father of this child."
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HE battle is at an end. Don Quixote, without any spiritual aid

from sorcerer or exorcist, has fairly beaten the Biscayan ;
his

enemy lies at his feet and at his mercy, fallen in single combat

before the prowess of his mighty arm. Moreover, his triumph,

though complete, is comparatively bloodless
;
with one trifling

exception, there has been in this great conquest no stain of carnage. The

hands of Victory, save for a little splash on one of her fingers, are white and

spotless. We see her, in our mind's eye, standing erect with shining and

exultant face by Don Quixote's side
; with one hand, the right, she is about

to inscribe the name of her new favourite on the walls of the Temple of

Renown
;
with the other, that stained with the little splotch of red, she offers

for his acceptance a chaplet intertwined of leaves of laurel and of palm.
But her wings are already stretched out to fly, and her feet rest unstable on

a rolling globe. Don Quixote is not always to subjugate his foe; yet a

little while, and the unfortunate rencontre with those bloodv-minded and

wicked Yanguesian carriers will show that even the successor of Amadis is

not invincible. And what of that ? Admiral Coligny was a great general,

but he seldom gained the day. Our own illustrious king, William the Third,

was far from being either a fool or a coward
;
but how numerous were his

defeats ! The best-conceived plans gang oft agley. The strongest resolves,

united to the most doughty courage and to indomitable energy, do not,

however they deserve it, always achieve success.

In the picture before us we see the conclusion of the fearful fight, the

event of the stupendous combat between the brave Biscayan and the valorous

Don Quixote, an event so important that Cervantes thought fit to begin
another book in order to record it with suitable dignity. Here is the choleric

and insolent Don Sancho de Aspetia thrown to the ground. Here is his

mule, a saucy jade, so pictured to the life that with half an eye you may
know her for a hired beast, though she is now scampering away in the distance,

perhaps in disgust of her defeated master. Here are his sword and the
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coach-cushion which he had taken to serve him instead of a shield. Here is

Don Quixote, calm and tranquil, now that he has chastised the insolence

and temerity of that inconsiderable mortal. He holds the point of his sword

to the Biscayan's throat, bidding him yield at once or he will cut off his

head. How he can cut it without a knife, it is not for such a man as Don

Quixote to consider. His unhappy victim, stunned by his fall, is incapable
of making any reply, and the conqueror is equally incapable, like many
another conqueror, of distinguishing between want of power and want of

will. It will surely go hard with this Don Sancho yet no, the fair cause of

war intervenes in the very nick of time. Only a Biscayan lady is she, going
to Seville to meet her husband, but in the opinion of Don Quixote she

shines magnificent, a high-born princess. With clasped hands and sweetest

voice of feminine supplication she begs the Knight of La Mancha to grant
her the life of her squire. Sancho seems to be enforcing her entreaty ;

but

he is really only anxious about that isle, of which he now imagines himself

likely to become governor full soon. The windmill in the distance is doubt-

less one of the family of those base miscreant giants we wot of, transformed

by the machinations of that cursed necromancer, Freston. Don Quixote,

though this memorial of Fortune's malice is before his eyes, though he has

lost half of his left ear in the fight, though he has been threatened with

death and called a liar, and though the rage which possessed his heart

was we have his biographer's own word for it unutterable, is merciful as

he is brave. Gravely he replies, and with studied courtesy, to the humble

petition of the beauteous lady in the coach, "Princess! I am well appaid,"

as old Thomas Shelton puts it, the first and best of the translators of Cer-

vantes, two centuries and a half ago,
"
Truly I am well appaid, fair lady, to

grant your request ; but it must be with this agreement and condition, that

this knight shall promise me to go to Toboso and present himself in my name

to the peerless lady Dulcinea, to the end she may dispose of him as she

pleaseth." The lady consents, though she has never before heard of Dulcinea;

and Toboso, for all she is aware, may lie in the centre of the Arabian Sahara.

Whether her consent binds the prostrate Don Sancho is a question for

lawyers or casuists. Whether the Biscayan recovered, whether he went to

visit the cynosure of Toboso, whether she received him, or whether she was

too much engaged in salting pork, the history leaves undetermined, for we

never hear of Don Sancho de Aspetia more.



Conversation.

N the whole history of Sancho Panza's career, the richness of his

common sense and the subtlety of his understanding are alike

conspicuous, but it is in the present scene of social talk that his

characteristic qualities display themselves in the most striking

manner. It is here at least that his astonishing memory in the

matter of the common aphorisms of his country astonishing equally for its

extent, exactness, and promptitude makes upon us the greatest impression.

Sancho is seated in one of the Duchess's private apartments. Madam

Duchess, as Sancho no doubt addresses her, is seated opposite to him to

listen to his savoury talk, and her women, including the ill-starred duena

Dona Rodriguez, stand around in silent attention.

Here then is Sancho amidst a bevy of fair ladies. The question arises to

the mind of the married man, what would Sancho's wife say if she saw him

in these circumstances ? It is true that there is a little difficulty about

the name of Mrs. Sancho, seeing that the author calls her Juana or Joan
Gutierrez in the first part of his story, and Mary Gutierrez and Teresa

Cascajo in the last; but that Sancho was married to somebody no critic or

commentator has ever yet dared to deny. The existence of Sanchica, who

gave such subtle but certain evidence of her satisfaction and delight on

hearing of her father's promotion to be Governor of Barataria, long-looked

for isle, is surely, or ought to be, sufficient to set that matter beyond the

limits of legitimate discussion.

It is related by biographers worthy men, whom Macaulay in his essay

on Warren Hastings has injuriously coupled with fools that the conversation

of Tasso was neither gay nor brilliant. The conversation of Panza will be

found, on examination, to be both. It sparkled with incisive epigram or

amused with native wit. Dante, again, it is said, was either taciturn or

satirical. Sancho was seldom silent, save when he had better occupation

for hfs mouth in the mastication of his victuals ; and for satire, the very

name to him was probably unknown. Swift was absent-minded, Milton was
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unsociable, Southey was stiff, and we know from Goldsmith that if Dr.

Johnsons colloquial pistol missed fire, he knocked down his antagonist with

the butt-end of it. Far from Sancho was such rudeness. In his talk is

nothing to offend the ears of the most delicate ; it is honest, straightforward,

and to the point. His refinement of speech seems indeed sometimes excessive.

He will not call his ass an ass, but calls him Dapple, solely from motives of

considerate courtesy. If proverbial fragments make his speech somewhat

desultory, they give it at least a rare vigour and animation. "There is as

good bread baked here as in France." " In the night all cats are grey."

"Unhappy is he that has not breakfasted at two in the afternoon." "There

is no man has a stomach a yard bigger than another." "The Pope's body
takes up no more room than the sexton's." "The Devil looks behind the

Cross." Surely all this is as praiseworthy for its exact truth as it is remarkable

for its power of nervous condensation. We have in it the very gist and

marrow of what would have taken another man of ordinary capacity the

whole morning to express not a hundredth part so well. It is no easy task

to talk to the purpose, and yet to put life and perspicuity into our talk. It

will be observed that Sancho deals in generalities ;
he does so advisedly, in

order to avoid the many inconveniences into which he might otherwise fall.

With the exception of a little disparagement of duenas, he takes no delight

in speaking ill of others. His oratory is eminently free from slander, which

is the bane of modern conversation. He is able to entertain himself and the

company without injury or offence to the absent. No speech of touch is

heard from him tending to inflame the mind or discompose the gaiety of the

pretty feminine circle by which he is surrounded. He manifests no disposition

to splenetic argument or excessive zeal in the support of his own opinions.
His modesty indeed is such that he rarely utters other than abstract moral

truths couched in the pleasing epigram of aphorism. Yet, though his talk is

full of proverbs, he takes care net to be made a proverb himself owing to

persistence in a single topic. He is as far from this as the East is from the

West. In a few minutes he has touched on Montesinos and magicians,
Bamba and Don Rodrigo, colts, gratitude, waiting-women, donkeys, wine-

bibbing, and Dulcinea. It will be observed, too, by the intelligent reader

that he follows the advice of one of our best conversationalists, and chooses

subjects in which all may join, though not of that delicate character intro-

duced by Sir Robert Walpole at his own table. If from time to time his

language seems a little exalted and difficult of comprehension, he thus pays a

compliment to his audience by giving them credit for understanding it. It

is said that another person of notoriety, Baxter, the celebrated divine, made
it a rule in every sermon to say something above the capacity of his hearers

that they might think more highly of his homily.
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fumbling with the enormous string of beads which hangs on the other side.

For Dame Jacinta, of whom Fabricio speaks, after his worldly fashion, as a

hypocrite, was a religious woman, a respectable woman, old but holy, a

withered branch of piety, the emblem of a life to come. She was, to boot,

as good a cook as Christian. Nay, she almost bore away the bell from the

chef'of the Archbishop of Toledo. Were not her gravy soups of the most

delicate texture^ and her made dishes seasoned up or softened down to the

most delicate and fastidious palates? An excellent cook indeed, and a

comely, owing no little, perhaps, to those plentiful doses of all-powerful jellv

we wot of. A cook whom the Patriarch of the Indies might have sighed for

to serve him at the head of his culinary household. The ruling power in

the Licentiate's home is Dame Jacinta, for all she stands so modestly in the

background, watching Fabricio introduce Gil Bias. For Fabricio, we know
him well enough that author so deep that Gil Bias could not dive into the

meaning of a single line of his works; that author alas! not the only
one who loved his lucubrations more as they were less intelligible, and

maintained obscurity to be the true characteristic and leading merit of the

sublime. He is declaring to the gouty Saint of the Saucepan, the honours

gained in the schools under Godinez on all metaphysical questions by Gil Bias,

who now desires to secure the place of his footman. Gil Bias seems as little

suited to service from his habiliments as from his metaphysics. But Sedillo,

immersed in his elbow-chair, with a pillow under his head and a pillow under

his gouty foot, listens to Fabricio's recommendation with no frown of dis-

favour. He will accept the services of Gil Bias, but he will not retain them

long. In due time the inflamed gout in his foot will bring on a fever; that

lean physician, Sangrado, the Hippocrates of Valladolid, will be called in.

He will go about to cure Sedillo after his wonted fashion. He will explain

in due course to his patient that the human blood is not a gravy, and that

it is a mere vulgar error to suppose that it is of any use in the human system ;

and so at last, by depletion of blood and repletion of water, he will kill the

canon, and after his dissolution will complain that his life was lost through
too much reserve in the use and application of his sovereign remedies.
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AITH, says Richter, is a flower of belief, which blossoms in the

night. Addison has spoken of it as a virtue which produces

patience, hope, cheerfulness, and many other more or less

agreeable conditions of being. Over and over again has been

confidently allotted to it the power of alleviating calamities.

It is, however, well not to forget, for our own interest, that it has been,

beyond all doubt, on many occasions the main cause of their occurrence.

Implicit affiance in the word of another man is in this best of worlds some-

times not altogether wise. The entire belief and resignation of the under-

standing which is now faith and now credulity, according to the nature of

the mind which contemplates it though a spiritual quality of the highest

character, is apt, as a worldly attribute, to lead one through various byways
of distress to an ultimate resting-place of ruin. Faith may expand the

intellect and purify the heart, but it certainly corrupts our reputation for

common sense and contracts our purse. It was the full fiducial reliance

on the tale of Lamela and his trinity of associates that confounded the

wretched Samuel Simon. If he could have seen those celebrated verses of

Voltaire in his
ff

CEdipus," where Jocasta is reassuring that hero, after the

fearful calamities with which the high priest has menaced him,

" Les pretres ne sont pas ce qu'un vain peuple pense :

Notre crdidulitd fait toute leur science,"

he might have saved himself the misery attendant upon the loss of many
such ducats as those about which Shylock seems to have been much exercised

in his mind whether they or his daughter were the more valuable. The

sentence quoted was indeed a wonderfully wise sentence for a woman, and

may be extended far beyond its original confines of meaning. Philosophers,

statesmen, heroes, are any of them really what a vain people imagines them

to be? Is it not our own credulity which gives them by far the greater part

of their knowledge and their glory? The simplicity of Samuel Simon
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who was so far from suspecting any trick or collusion, who believed so fully

and faithfully in the imposing attributes of the Holy Office touches us to

tears. We meet it in a converted Jew in a place where we should least

expect to find it, like a fresh and green oasis in the arid waste of a barren

and stony world. It lends itself to the requests of Fraud as readily, as

willingly, and as easily, as in the great Beast epic that satire on Germany
in the Middle Ages, and on the world in all time the luckless Kayward
the hare lends the custody of his precious person to the arch-traitor and

ci-devant recluse, Reynard the Fox.

The present actors are the dramatis persona of a piece of cruel robbery

and injustice. Ambrose Lamela, the inventor of the plot, has assumed the

chief character and sable robes of the Inquisitor. His sanctified, magisterial,

and bloodthirsty face, says Le Sage, who seems to have viewed the Holy
Institution of Torquemada with no extreme affectionate regard, fitted him

well for this part. This advantage of nature is, however, lost in the weird

extinguisher of a cowl. The spectacled gentleman with the forensic headgear

is Don Raphael, almost as big a rogue as himself, who sustains the part of the

notary. The remaining figure is that of Gil Bias, who has been cast for the

alguazil or policeman. Dressed in their official habits, they are now in the

parlour of Simon. The astrological anticipation of being lord of the

ascendant over the ill-starred convert, which filled erewhile the nefarious

breast of Lamela, is now being realised. That ghostly instrument of religion

for the suppression of vice is opening one of Simon's cash-boxes, while Gil

Bias is rifling another. He has laid aside his hat and his carbine, and

plunges his arms up to the elbows among the bags of silver, of which a

sample has been already abstracted. The notary, as becomes a man of the

law, is looking on, like the monkev while the cat's paw is raking out the

burning chestnuts. The Inquisitor, with true Christian charity and religious

zeal, has collected evidence of the converted Jew's leaning to the ancient

religion, of which that which he now professes is but a heresy and schism.

The evidence is free from the slightest stain of theological bias, for only that

sound and discreet testimony has been asked for, every iota of which makes

against the accused, while not a word in his favour has been allowed, though
the witness had of such evidence volumes. Lamela naturally prefers to

fulfil the duties of his sacred office without the presence of profane observers,

and by excellent management the trio having lined their pockets with some

three thousand ducats, decamp in safety.



Bolbness.

NE of the greatest of our philosophical writers has said of

boldness, that it is unable fully to appreciate the amount of

danger in the object of its attack. It does not reckon the

inconveniences or risks of its purposed action. In a word, bold-

ness is blind. It is better in execution than in council. If the

woman who deliberates is lost, the man who deliberates is rarely brave. A
moment's thought is the passing bell of courage. Considerations of peril

put to flight the dreams of ambition, and much pondering on the condition

of a man who lies with a bayonet wound in his body bleeding to death in a

ditch is apt to sere a little the leaves of glory's evergreen laurel. This idea

of boldness has been neatly expressed by Blackmore thus,

"Mere courage is to madness near allied,

A brutal rage, which prudence does not guide."

With such a conception of courage as deprives it of man's highest attribute

of reason, it is easy to understand a sentence of Rousseau, which without

this explanation is not without difficulty. One, he says, of the most extra-

vagant and most barbarous opinions that ever entered into the mind of man,

is that all the virtues of society are to be supplied from bravery.

We are accustomed, somewhat unfairly, it seems, to regard with the greatest

honour those qualities which have been given us by nature, not those which

we have in some sort acquired by our own exertions. Bravery, like genius,

is innate, and bravery and genius have in all ages met with far higher

approbation from the multitude than considerate caution and unwearied

diligence. It would be hard to draw an exact line of demarcation between

foolhardiness and boldness. Cervantes has shown us this in the adventure

of the lions, in which we know not well whether to call the protagonist

valiant or temerarious, resolved or rash, a Hotspur or a Hector. No greater

proof of courage has perhaps ever been given than that shown by the mag-
nanimous Don Quixote in his present adventure. It is the highest and
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utmost evidence that the Cavalier of the Lions, as he determined to call

himself in commemoration of its auspicious conclusion, ever gave or could

give of his incredible audacity. It was a fearful undertaking, to which the

fight with the windmills, and the encounter with the fulling-mills, and all

the brunts he had ever borne in his life, were but the merest child's-play.

Here were two lions, one male and the other female, so large that none bigger

ever came from Africa into Spain, and very hungry in addition, for they had

not a morsel of meat, says their keeper, all day. What wonder that Don
Quixote's whilome friend, the gentleman in green, has marched off with his

mare, Sancho with his dapple, and the waggoner with his two mules ? What
wonder that the keeper, having cautiously taken up his position on the top

of the cage, is protesting against this piece of heroism on the part of the

mailed knight, and calling heaven and earth to witness that he is opening

the lion's den maugre and in despite of himself, and wholly by Don Quixote's

compulsion ? But meantime the Don has determined to attack these

truculent beasts on foot, and is advancing with deliberate motion and

undaunted heart into the mouth of the male lion, having commended him-

self first, after the manner of a good knight-errant, to Heaven and his Lady
Dulcinea. His shield is none of the strongest, his sword is none of the

sharpest, his armour is incomplete and old, but his undaunted courage
makes up for all these shortcomings. There are several kinds of courage ;

but surely this before us is the best of all. For it is not, in the first place, as

so-called courage frequently is, compulsory. It is not that courage in which

safety lies in despair of safety, in which perils are confronted because they

cannot be passed on one side, in which fortitude is the offspring of fear.

Don Quixote might easily have avoided this adventure had he so willed. It

was not that kind of courage which animated the Cavalier of the Lions.

His again was not the bravery supported by companionship, and born of

numbers, for he was alone. Nor was it the transitory fierceness which is

fostered by the noise of drum and fife, and found too often in the bottom

of a wine-bottle. It was the native hue of resolution, the two-o'clock-in-

the-morning courage, which Napoleon so seldom saw the unprepared

heroism, ready, on unexpected emergencies, to conquer or to die; that same

force of soul, moral energy, and constancy of purpose which inspired him

in the stupendous battle with the gallant Biscayan, and sustained him in the

Sierra Morena while suffering the sad penance of Beltenebros.







Battle.

tpH
HISTORY without war would be something like Hamlet without

the ghost. Battle and murder and sudden death is the matter

of all histories, which pass over the piping times of peace on

the meadow to present as with pictures of Byron's giant with

blood-red tresses on the mountain. Our accounts of the

actions of mankind are mainly made up of carnage. The aphorism of Fon-

tcnelle, Uhistoire e'est une fable convenue, will not apply to war. The cir-

cumstances of battles may be, like history, dark and uncertain, changed and

falsified by the bias or partiality of him who records them, but at least

the existence of the wars themselves is clear. There is a passage of Holy
Writ about the love of our enemies which would form a curious text to the

history of many a Christian country. Homo homini lupus is a sad truth of

a very ancient date, and it is no comforting reflection that the only actions

upon which we have seen, and still see, and shall probably always see,

the great majority of mankind intent, are such as tend to their mutual

destruction.

It was a strange fancy which took Burke to compute the statistics of the

results of war to number the men slain by battle and its attendant furies

to compute how many had fallen by fire and pestilence and famine. His

eyes must surely have ached with keeping them fixed on so sad a record.

But he did his work bravely, and tells us, with no pretence of close approxi-

mation to exactitude, that from the beginning of the world, as that

beginning was understood in his time, to the middle of the eighteenth

century of the Prince of Peace, thirty-six thousand millions had thus died.

This he thinks no exaggerated calculation with regard to recorded wars,

which constitute perhaps a hundredth part of those which have actually

taken place.

In the proof before us we see a battle on a small scale, yet in its way a

type of all battles. It is an apartment of an inn, such an inn as that which

Goldsmith in his "Deserted Village" denominates a festive place, in which
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Ben Jonson was wont to take his ease, and the mild Shenstone found his

warmest welcome. But in the inn before us all is discord, devastation, and

ruin. It is full, in Cervantes' own words, of wailings, cries, shrieks, con-

fusions, fears, terrors, disasters, slashes, buffets, blows, kicks, cuffs, battery,

and bloodshed. And what in the world was all the hurly-burly about ?

Nothing but a dispute about a barber's basin, whether it was the helmet of

Mambrino, and a downright donkey's pack-saddle, whether it was the trappings

of a horse. The curate, who is crying out an alarm, has yet clone his best to

increase the contention by introducing a doubt as to the donkey's sex. In

the foreground to the left, the barber, the legitimate owner of the basin, is

pommelling Sancho ;
and Sancho is belabouring the barber. To the right is

the unhappy officer of the Holy Brotherhood, with the badge of his order on

his back, who has been stricken to the ground by the infuriated knight for his

impudent assertion that the elegant horse furniture, as Don Quixote held it, is

no more a horse's saddle than that officer's father, and that whoever says the

contrary is drunk or mad. His fellow-troopers set themselves to assist their

fallen brother ;
and the host, who is himself of the sacred fraternity, comes

upon the scene with a sword. And what was the result, prithee, of all this

trouble and confusion ? The ass's pack-saddle still remained a pack-saddle,

the barber's basin became not the helmet of Mambrino. Don Quixote still

held his own opinion about the matter, the innkeeper and his brother officers

still stuck to their original conceptions. Some property was destroyed, some

heads were broken, but in other respects things remained pretty much as

they were before. Such is the result of all wars, or at least the majority of

them from the days when the Caveman made his flint weapon to our crown-

ing glory of Armstrong cannon. Wars have added to our misery by a

mountain, but they have hardly increased our happiness by a grain. Envy,

hatred, and malice are, we are told, bad, but wholesale butchery is worse.

It is bad that men should hate one another
;

it is worse that they should

murder one another without hatred. How often is the sole cause of dis-

sension, as in the case of the basin and saddle, but a name ? Time was when

a Frenchman was a term of hatred and contempt. Humanity was nothing,

nationality was all. Sir Thomas More's Utopians detested war, to the

reproach of nature more practised by men than beasts, and thought nothing

more inglorious than the glory gained by it. Of a bloody victory they were

ashamed, of one gained by good conduct they boasted. But till men

generally have become Utopians nothing can banish battle from the world.

The love of it is an ingredient in our clay as it comes from the hands of

the potter, and all that we can do for the best is to mitigate the evils which

we shall never probably be able wholly to remove.







Cunning,

HEN the protagonist of the afflicted chorus of the Hebrews

uttered, in a Psalm attributed by the Svriac to David, the

inspired words,
"

If T forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right

hand forget her cunning," he intended to ask for himself evil

and not good in the event of a hypothetical oblivion. In the

ordinary language of to-day he said,
" If I forget my country, may I cease to

be able to play upon my harp." *So, too, when old Chapman tells us that a

carpenter's desert stands more in cunning than in power, he evidently by the

word cunning means what we now call dexterity or knowledge. Cunning
was originally a praiseworthy quality in man, and still retains something of

good in its connotation. It is still knowledge, but fraudulent knowledge;
it is still dexterity, but dexterity misapplied. It is a crooked intelligence, and,

as Locke called it, the ape of wisdom. Others besides Bacon have looked

upon cunning without much disfavour. Social cunning is frequently useful;

feminine cunning meets no severe censure. But of all sorts and conditions

of cunning, strategy, or military cunning, is painted in the bravest colours.

Military cunning is occupied with different systems of surprising and

deceiving the enemy. According to Thucydides, the highest praise that can

be given to the general of an army is that which is acquired by stratagem.

The Greeks were past-masters in this matter. Homer is credited with

saying that it is lawful to treat an enemy in the very worst way you can
;

and Grotius scarcely seems to dissent from him. In his celebrated treatise,
" De Jure Pads et Belli," that learned expounder of international law

accumulates a vast number of highly respectable authorities very favourable

to military cunning. Many more modern opinions dance to the same piping.

For example, Lord Wolseley has told us that a soldier who cannot lie had

better give up his sword. The matter could scarcely be put in bolder lan-

guage than this. No small quantity of theologians, and even some saints

among them Chrysostom hesitate not to declare that those emperors who

made use of artifice and cunning to succeed in their designs were highly

G
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praiseworthy. The Holy Bible is not devoid of some instances of belligerent

hypocrisy. A stern moralist might regard with disapproval that delicately

fine device of Gideon in the matter of the three hundred lamps, pitchers,

and trumpets, by which he gained so signal a victory over the hoodwinked

and bamboozled Midianites, while he would deliberated condemn the iuffffle

of Joshua, who defeated the king of Ai by making his own troops feign that

they were beaten.

The novela picaresca, the romance of roguery, is little likely to please

this stern moralist. Tt is difficult to say how far the author approves of the

tricks of his hero. The deceitful devices of Guzman generally receive from

Mateo Aleman the reprehension they deserve. His money, which is gained

by iniquity, quickly goes. It melts away like salt in water or butter against

the fire.

On the present occasion Guzman has provided himself with a handsome

purse, one of the many he has stolen, into which he drops six crowns, three

doubloons of gold, fifty reals of silver, a silver thimble, and four rings.

Taking this to his mother, who is an accomplice in his roguery, and readily

enough writes after his copy, he bids her pay particular attention to the

fashion of the purse and to its contents. He then examines her over and over

again as to the exact number of the different kinds of coins, the peculiarities

of the rings, and sets them down in writing, that she may keep them before

her. After this he foots it to the cell of a certain famous preacher, a good
man and a holy, reputed and reverenced of all as if he had been some saint.

Giving him the purse, he tells him how he had picked it up in the street,

but refused, for his soul's health, to meddle with a single coin of it. Upon
which the honest friar bids him give hearty thanks to Almighty God for

conferring upon him so light an esteem of the riches of this world, speaking
of what he had done, although grievously tempted .by his poverty, as a super-

natural and divine work, striking admiration into men, and stirring up the

angelic spirits of heaven to sing forth a thousand hymns of praise and thanks-

giving. Guzman then leaves him, having prayed him to publish the finding

of the purse to the people when he preaches to them on the following

Sundav, which was All Saints' Day. The good ecclesiastic does so. On the

Monday morning early comes Guzman's mother to the Portaria or convent

lodge, claims the purse as her property, identifying it by an exact descrip-

tion of its contents, and takes it back to her son.

In consequence of his honesty on this occasion, Guzman obtains the

office of steward in the family of a rich lady whose husband is in the Indies,

and brings himself great gain by peculation in that post of confidence.
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Gaming.

AMING, says an old Spanish classic, must be used for one of

two ends either for gain or for pastime. If for gain, those that

make a business of it are like pirates, that put out to sea at a

venture to catch a prize, without concern for any but themselves.

Many there are who go scouring such seas a whole year in hope

to meet with one lucky day. But if men play for pastime, those only should

play, says the Spaniard, who are pointed out to us by the cards themselves.

Kings and queens, that is, people of noble blood and the highest rank and

knaves. You will find no merchants, tradesmen, lawyers, nor divines in a

whole pack of cards ; they befit not the professions of such men. Upon the

whole matter, all people, except those aforesaid, who play at cards to chance

losing that which is perhaps not their own, which they cannot pay, or can

hardly spare, are very asses. Such is the opinion of this ancient Spaniard.

How far it is borne out by the anecdote to which the present picture refers

every reader must determine for himself.

Don Guzman de Alfarache has arrived, in the course of his wanderings,

at an inn in Bologna. He is accompanied thither by his servant Sayavedra.
A couple of guests, strangers in the inn, are challenged by a young man of

the city to a game at cards. In a little square room, accordingly, they set up
a table and commence playing. Don Guzman, to entertain the time and

drive away his melancholy, draws near to look on. He is glad when the

man by whose side he sits wins and grieves when he loses. And this although
that man is an utter stranger to him. He even wishes that the other two

may lose, in order that this third may go off with their money.
Such is commonly the condition and nature of those that look on at a

game of cards while others play. To rejoice with a man when he wins were

well enough, though somewhat silly, since we are not profited thereby ;
but

to weep with those that lose, what an indiscretion, what an ignorance is

this ! It is to lay other men's burdens on our shoulders, as if nature or cir-

cumstance had not provided us all with sufficient burdens of our own. It is
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all one with that habit of needless curiosity which leads us to pry into the con-

cerns of our neighbours, to know who came in and who went out, how he

and she were dressed, what they had for dinner, who were their grandfathers

and grandmothers, and whether they paid their bills. What does it all or

any of it matter to us ? Can we come at any good, any reward, or any
honour by our exact investigation ? Is it of any advantage to others ? Well

says the Spanish satirist, that accomplished student of human nature, that to

do our neighbour a good turn we would not watch a single quarter of an hour,

while we would sit a whole day or a whole night to lay open his spots to the

sun, and find out some sorry deed which we may set in his dish hereafter.

Meantime the gambling in the little square room waxed warm; the sea

began to swell, the waves to grow high, and the money to swim from one

side of the table to the other, till at last one player was stricken overboard,

and he and all his wealth sunk, having lost in the fight above a hundred

crowns. And this man that this heavy blow bctided was he on whose hand

Don Guzman looked. Afterwards the unlucky player tries to borrow in

order to continue his play, but out of a hundred friends he cannot conjure a

single sixpence. Guzman, from pure sympathy, determines to venture all

the money he has, and to make himself either a man or a mouse. Masters

must keep a certain decorum with their servants, and therefore he permits

Sayavedra to submit the idea of cheating to him, instead of himself

submitting that idea to Sayavedra. They agree upon tokens by touching

the buttons of their jerkins or the joints of their fingers according to the art

of the gamut. The unlucky gamester being unable to obtain cash, asks for

credit, but the others declare that they are always unlucky when playing

after that fashion. Then Guzman offers to play, and they thinking him for

he was telling his rosary at the time some young thrush new crept out of

his shell, eagerly accept his offer. The upshot is that some five hundred

crowns yield themselves to Guzman, which, out of the pitifulness of his

nature, he takes under his protection. And it is a curious circumstance,

that though he intended at first to recoup the ill-starred player in whom
he was interested, he really avenged his cause to his own profit, and felt no

longer any compassion for him, as though he was less to be pitied because

Guzman had got his money. So true is it that we commiserate the

misfortunes which we do not cause, but are insensible to those which are

advantageous to ourselves.tr
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OW far a death-bed repentance is of avail as a plea in avoidance

or mitigation of punishment in that Supreme Court to which

we are told we shall all after death be summoned, has never yet
been precisely determined. Some there are who think that it

would be a presumptuous addition to sin to pretend to offer up
to Heaven the forced repentance of a few short moments for a life of crimes;

others, like the mad poet Nat Lee, opine that repentance never comes too

late. This energetic dramatist has told us that Repentance, as soon as she

is born, puts on the weeping mantle of a fleecy cloud, and swift as thought
makes her way to the skies. Having arrived there, she strikes the azure

doors of heaven with trembling hand, while

" The stars do with amazement on her look :

She tells her story in so sad a tone

That angels start from bliss, and give a groan."

It will be easily conceded that however enormous a sin may be, it is

cancelled by Divine mercy upon true repentance. Though the cursed hand
of Cain were to wax thicker than itself with the innocent blood of his

brother Abel, there is in the sweet heavens rain enough to wash it as white

as snow. But the difficulty of the matter consists in determining whether a

man's repentance be sincere whether repentance is not often that of the

Devil in the rhyme, who when sick would out of pure pious remorse be

a saint, but when well, returned once more to his immoral fleshpots. The
sorrow in repentance is often more towards ourself than towards our Judge ;

we repent that sin has brought us to shame in the world's eyes ;
it is our

anxiety about Mrs. Grundy, and not our detestation of evil, that makes us

cry Peccavi; showing, as that long-experienced Duke says to Juliet in
"
Measure for Measure," that we'd not spare Heaven as we love it, but as

we stand in fear.
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The repentance of the dying man on the bed before us is surely the

most marvellous on record. The story of that repentance is in the novel

of the " Bachelor of Salamanca." Don Cherubin de la Ronda, who takes

the title-role, has become acquainted, in the course of a life of adventure,

with a society of Barefooted Carmelites, the celebrated monastic order

founded as an association of hermits on Mount Carmel by Berthold, Count

of Limoges, some seven centuries ago. Notwithstanding the rigidity of the

rules of this order, Don Cherubin observes an air of peace and satisfaction

on the faces of its members. On asking the reason of this, he is informed

that it is the result of passing one's life in a monastery though con-

demned to a discipline so austere they have learned to be content. The

tranquillity of their minds he finds on examination to be in perfect unison

with that of their countenances. Amongst these monks is one who devotes

himself to hearing the confessions of the sick, and is constantly called on by

day and by night to attend the dying. In the picture we see this reverend

ecclesiastic engaged in his sacred office. An old gentleman of Catalonia,

who for some two score years had been living among the bandits of the

mountains of that province, and had taken a leading part in most of the

atrocities they had committed, is now stretched in extremis upon the bed of

dissolution. Two monks have already abandoned this hardened sinner from

the abusive language used by him, and from his furious censure of religious

bodies in general. But Father Seraphim approaches. The sick man,

though fast drawing home, receives him at first with insolence and outrage,

and rattles him to some tune. But little by little the august presence of the

holy priest works its soothing effect. At last, when Father Seraphim has

put up a prayer in which he requires the Divine mercy to protect this aged
bandit from the Divine justice, that once reckless robber and blasphemer falls

into a heavy twitter, and dies to all appearance a sincere convert. It is this

scene which inspires Don Cherubin, who witnesses it, with an intense desire

to become a Barefooted Carmelite himself, and pass the rest of his life in

monastic seclusion. But, alas ! it is not long before he takes that seclusion

in snuff. The love of the world prevails over the love of solitude, and the

love of plenty over that of poverty, until, after his sacred guide Father

Seraphim has died of a pleurisy caught by over-exertion in exhorting a

dying policeman to repentance, he turns aside to the error of his ancient

ways, and becomes altogether a backslider and an apostate.







Barber=5urgeons.

351 HE praise and glory which the science of surgery received in

France in the seventeenth century from Ambroise Pare and his

successors was, we are told by the student of French history, but

a short and transitory gleam of splendour. The Faculty of

Medicine could not allow the College of Surgeons, founded by
the famous Pitard, that longed-for liberty and repose of which the results

were threatening;; an oblivion of its own labours. Means were never want-

ing to it of injuring its rivals; the surest and the most fatal were brought
into use when it vilified the College, and by a dishonourable association

degraded the body which had unwittingly offended it. It succeeded, by the

chicanery of an intrigue suddenly contrived, in getting the supreme authority

to decree an amalgamation of Surgeons and Barbers. They were henceforth

to be considered a single corporation. This impolitic measure extinguished

for half a century all zeal and emulation among the followers of Ambroise

Pare. It was not till the year 1743 that this absurd law was repealed

by an edict of Louis XV., at the instigation of the famous Chancellor

d'Aguesseau. It was then ordered that the community of Barbers should be

rejected from the Society of Surgeons, who had been too long disgraced by
that alliance.

The novel of Vanillo Gonzalez was published before the year 1743, a fact

which renders intelligible what might otherwise be obscure. "My godfather,

Master Damien Carnicero," says Vanillo, "my mother's brother, and the

most famous surgeon in Murcia, was appointed my guardian." Now, the dif-

ficulty of this passage for the common reader lies in understanding why
Master Damien Carnicero, or Butcher, as his name signifies in Spanish, should

be denominated a surgeon. It is still more strange to find Gonzalez engaged

as this same surgeon's apprentice in sweeping his shop, drawing water from

his well, washing his cloths, and heating his irons. It is only when the reader

learns that the cloths are shaving-cloths, and the irons curling-irons for the

due ordering of hair and mustachios, that it begins to dawn upon him that
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he should read barber in plaee of surgeon. However, as we have seen, these

professions were at the time of the tale one we have barber-surgeons men-

tioned both by Milton and Ben Jonson and more gain is evidently brought

to Master Damien from the cutting of locks than from the mutilation of

limbs.

The etching of De los Rios is the presentment of a little mistake made

by Gonzalez, who has already got an inkling of the chirurgic art. He has

taken more flesh than beard from the face of a beggar, and has snapped off

the upper half of one of a scholar's ears. But his chef-d'oeuvre in surgery is

on a bully some seven feet high, with plaited locks, and the ends of his whiskers

reaching to his temples. Whiskers, by the way, in the language of that time,

were the moustaches of this. DonFerolo\Vhiskerandos,in Sheridan's "Critic,"

the son of the Spanish admiral and sentimental lover of the Governor of Til-

bury Fort's daughter, Tilburina, is, or. should be, remarkable for the length of

his moustache. Well, this bully asked Master Damien to put these pet whis-

kers in order that is, to give them a curl with the curling-irons. Damien

had successfully treated one of them when a sudden noise arose in the street.

The head surgeon, a man of a pragmatical temperament, scampered out to

see what was the matter, and found it "to be a dispute in which one of his

own most intimate friends was engaged. They were clawing away at one

another in fine style, and he could not help staying to see the issue. Mean-

while the bullv, becoming impatient, in an evil hour asked Gonzalez to finish

the uncompleted work. Up rose then "Gonzalez with the curling iron red-hot

in his hand, just fresh from the brazier, or pan of burning coal, on the floor by

his side but the sequel is too sad to recapitulate in detail. Suffice it to say

that in attempting to curl that other whisker, he put the iron too near the

bully's face, burnt his nose, his upper lip, and no small portion of the pet

whisker itself. Whereupon that bully, taking it in dudgeon, roared out so

terriblv on a sudden that he shook the very house, and rising from the armed

chair in a rao-e,
" Son of a hundred he-goats," said he,

" do you take me for

a Saint Lawrence?" In these days, when religious zeal has become so cold,

people generally know little more of this saint than his name, associated with

the gridiron on which the unhappy martyr was roasted. But the coevals of

Le Sao-e knowing him familiarly as the pious subject of many a panegyric, as

a deacon of Rome charged with the care of the poor, the widow, and the

orphan, as a true Christian to whom these were the. only treasures, found a

delight we wot not of in his comparison with the impious, selfish bully who

had the ill-luck to fall into the hands of the apprentice of the barber-surgeon.
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Clothes,

HOMAS CARLYLE, in his " Sartor Resartus," less generally

known as the Autobiography of Herr Teufelsdrockh of Weiss-

nichtwo, or Mr. Shoddy of heaven knows where, has given us

a complete and admirable philosophy of Clothes. Some of the

best parts of this philosophy have been more succinctly, more

graphically, and more clearly expressed by the well-known proverb,
" Fine

feathers make fine birds." So much importance is there indeed in good and

bad clothes that we are apt to form our presumptions from them of a man's

moral and social character. It is difficult in this brave world to avoid treat-

ing a fine new glossy and respectable suit of broadcloth with a certain cere-

mony and respect which would never be accorded by us to the same suit

worn, greasy, decayed, and rent here and there by looped and windowed

raggedness. There is an old Spanish proverb pat to the purpose,
"
Qual te

hallo, tal te juzgo," or, "As I find you so I take you." After knowing a

man we form our opinion of him upon that knowledge, but if we never make

his acquaintance, our notion of him rests upon his attire. This is natural

and universal. The habit qualifies where intelligence cannot inform. How-

ever, it is with proverbs as it is with most things. One is set over against

another, and God hath made nothing imperfect. Our own language gives

us,
" Fine clothes hide oftentimes a base descent," and the Castilian says,

"
Delajo de mala capa suele haher huen vividor," or, "Under a bad cloak

is often a good manager." And beggarly bottles sometimes hold rich wines,

as the reader will discover in the following adventure of that arch-rogue and

vagabond Don Guzman de Alfarache, who wore poor clothes when he was

rich, and rich clothes when he was poor. But Guzman was in his genera-

tion wise. He knew himself. An ape, he informs us at the conclusion of

the present story, will be an ape still though he be clad in gold. A man

may easily alter his habit, but hardly change his evil conditions.

Here, then, is Don Guzman de Alfarache, in a wood near Toledo.

Resting in this sylvan retreat, under the shadow of some quince-trees, he

H
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is disturbed bv a young blade, looking like a citizen's son, who has been

fool enough to forsake his family, and wander about the world like Guzman
himself. He carries a pack upon his shoulders, and is heartily aweary of

it, being but a young novice, daintily bred, and newly taken from his

mother's teat, with the milk yet hanging on his tender lips.
" God's curse

go with thee," says he to his bundle, after he has rested awhile and is

preparing to resume his journey :
" God's curse go with thee, a little thing

would make me to leave thee here behind me." Guzman, thinking there

may be a suit of clothes in the pack, of which he chances to stand at

that time much in need, asks him the nature of its contents, and finds

them agree with his desire. Guzman then proposes to the young Toledan that

he should change the wardrobe on his back for money in his pocket, which

would be less weighty and more profitable.
<c Counsel without cure," replies

the sententious Toledan, "is a body without a soul. I am ready to sell,

but who is ready to buy ?
" " Let me see the garments," says Guzman,

"
their

colour and whether they are much worn
;

if they please me I will buy them."

Upon this the youug spark looks askance upon him, for all Guzman has on

his body at that time is not worth a cumin seed; no, not so much thread

as would serve to bind up a farthing's worth of saffron. In fine, however,

he is satisfied by Guzman's explanation of his tattered attire, which he says he

has adopted to secure himself from harm of thieves and murderers, and

having undone his bundle, takes out a cloak, a pair of breeches, a cassock,

two shirts, and a pair of silk stockings. Guzman admires them awhile as

they lie on the grass before him, and then tries them on. Every one of the

garments is found to fit him, as though he had been measured for them.

At this point of the story Le Sage introduces an exchange between the

Toledan's clothes-bag and Don Guzman's hamper, and the hanging up by
the latter of his old suit and the rest of his rags upon a tree, as a trophy of

his success in beggary, and an embrace between them, with a thousand pro-

fessions of friendship and much more, of which neither the interest is strong

nor a single word exists in the original Spanish. Mateo Aleman contents

himself with concluding his chapter simply thus " The bargain ended, we

shook hands and parted. He went to seek his fortune I know not whither,

and I, that night, though late, entered Toledo."







%ove.

HEN, in Racine's "
Berenice," the Roman Emperor Titus, con-

versing with his confidant Paulin, declares his love for the famous

Queen of Palestine, who gives her name to the play, he exhibits

one of the most eloquent word-paintings of that passion ever

beholden on the stage. Berenice is described, in short, as passing

her days in nought else but admiring the personal presence of Titus, or longing
for an opportunity of such admiration. If Titus accidentally overstays the hour,

is a trifle late in keeping his appointment, Berenice is at once dissolved in tears,

which his hand, as soon as he arrives, is for no little time occupied in drying.

On the other side, the love of Titus is equally fervent with that of Berenice.

He finds in her all the most effective ligatures of what the old essayists used

to call the " tender passion
"

sweet reproaches, transports unceasingly re-

newed, the care of pleasing without art, fears and anxieties for ever fresh,

beauty, glory, and virtue. This virtue, by the way, comes in a little lamely at

the end of the list, but Racine is responsible for the order of its registration.

The crown, however, of this descriptive work is in the last two lines of it

lines which, as they are known to all the world, as the slang of exaggeration

goes, and have had a thousand again to use that same slang different

applications, it may be as well to present in their original dress

"
Depuis cinq ans entiers chaque jour je la vois

Et crois toujours la voir pour la premiere fois."

ie For five whole years I see her every day, and think always I see her for the

first time.-" Rare, nay, unique and most touching instance of an attachment

insatiable and wholly unlike that of the Bachelor of Salamanca.

The Bachelor of Salamanca, Don Cherubin de la Ronda, is the hero of

one of the less-known romances of Le Sao-e. In the verv beginning of

his story we find the Cure of Leganez giving him the following piece of

advice touching this matter of love. "Keep," he says,
Ci the strictest guard

over yourself while in a house in which there are women : the devil is fond
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of tempting tutors; and if the instrument he employs be possessed of

ever so little beauty, they seldom fail to yield to the temptation." Don
Cherubin, the reader must understand, had determined to try his fortune

as one of those easily misguided instructors. Of course he promises the

Cure to comply implicitly with his advice, and equally, of course, we find him

enamoured of a young servant-maid in the next chapter but two. He seems

to have been so far removed in amorous character from Racine's hero, as to

have wished with Byron that all women had but one mouth, so universal a

gallant was he. He was not unconscious of this his disposition ;
Le Sage's

heroes commonly possess the virtue of self-knowledge lauded by the Greek

sage. The fair sex, we find him saying, is a dangerous rock. He was already

but too sensible that he had received from nature a temperament with which

his virtue would find it no easy matter to contend.

His virtue falls ingloriously at the feet" of the charming Nise, who is the

servant of Portia, the wife of a money-broker, in whose house Don Cherubin

has been engaged as tutor. Against the keen and coquettish air of Nise

this Bachelor of Salamanca, notwithstanding the stock of morality which he

had laid in at the university, is by no means proof a few amorous glances

pass on both sides, and an intrigue is soon perfectly established. The

amiable Portia is herself in love with the Bachelor, but as she is a woman
of about five-and-thirtv, he evinces no kind of sensibility to the marks of

favour she bestows on him. The budding beauties of the souhrette make him

perfectly indifferent to the advances of the mature mistress. In addition to

many other admirable qualifications, Nise had an uncommon share of inge-

nuity in contriving secret interviews with her lovers, of whom she has at least

two one the Bachelor, the other his pupil's valet de chamlre. However, in

spite of all caution, the valet de chamlre surprises her on one occasion in a

tete-a-tete with the tutor. This is the catastrophe represented by the artist's

hand in the plate before us. In conclusion, Don Cherubin is jeered by the

servants, and ignominiously dismissed by the money-broker. His wife, of

course, is more incensed than he, wondering how a man of sentiment and

taste could degrade himself by an intrigue with a servant. "Thus," says

the Bachelor in conclusion,
"

I was sent away as a seducer for not having
manifested nobler sentiments."

<&s







imprisonment*

HEN Guido, surnamed the Savage, in Ariosto's entertaining tale,

after being wrecked on the coast of the Amazons, had fought,

according to the custom of that people, single-handed against

ten cavaliers and conquered them, he was compelled to take part

and to show prowess in another combat, of the nature of which

the reader of the " Orlando Furioso " needs not to be reminded. Having
succeeded in this fight also, he was not satisfied with his good fortune, but

remained on the peevish pin lamenting and making much ado about his lost

liberty. The pleasures of love, he explained to the fair Marfisa, of sport and

youth and laughter, the purple and jewels of supreme dominion, are of little

avail to him who is not free. It is the not being- allowed to leave them all,

which appears to him a sore and intolerable servitude. Notwithstanding
an abundance of delights, of which many men have died to obtain the

least, of warlike pre-eminence and sovereignty, and wine and wealth

and women, life grew insipid and lost its relish to this Guido, because,

forsooth, he could not leave the island where all these favours had been

allotted to him. There was one thing, and one only, which he was not

allowed to do, and he would have given his life to do it. Such is human

nature, ardent for things desired, but insatiable for things forbidden ; and

so strong is the wish of man to have, as Byron says, no master save his

mood.

But if imprisonment be unbearable in a large and fertile island free to all

the airs of heaven, what must it be in a close and damp hole underground, where

no golden shaft of sunshine ever shines, and no western wind whispers balmy
consolation ? If it be distasteful in a palace full of all appliances and means
of luxury, what must it be in a foul kitchen, pregnant of stench and mildew,
and lighted only by one iron lamp which serves to dress the varied horror of

the place in its native colours ? If it be not pleasant in the company of

women, buxom, young, and beautiful, what must it be in the sole society
of one ugly old harridan of a cook, with nut-cracker nose and chin, red and
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grey hair and purple eyes? If liberty be longed for by him who has the pre-

eminence of a mighty king, with what prayers shall he seek it who serves as

a mere scullion ? If Guido the Savage thought only of freedom among

subjects, how must Gil Bias have hankered after it among thieves? For it is

the unlucky hero of Le Sage's best romance who has fallen into the condi-

tion of imprisonment described. The worthy nephew of my uncle Perez,

that fat ecclesiastic of three and a half feet high, has been caught just for all

the world as you would catch a rat in a trap. The two robbers, his con-

ductors, one of whom is Rolando, the captain of the band, are introducing

him to that ancient dame Leonarda, who is preparing the noontide meal

paring a potato possibly for the refection of his captors.

The misery of captivity, we are told, can only be painted as it can only

be felt properly by him who has suffered it. Cervantes described it well,

but it was from his own experience. Whether Le Sage ever saw the inside

of a dungeon or not, he has described the condition of duress as precisely as

if he had been the Prisoner of Chillon or Silvio Pellico himself. Neither the

panegyrics bestowed by the poets on liberty, nor the horrors with which their

inspirations have invested imprisonment, would seem exaggerated to Gil Bias,

who, we may be sure, agreed with Addison in addressing Liberty as a goddess

heavenly bright, profuse of bliss and pregnant of satisfaction. Nay, he would

probablv, in the wearisome monotony of his enforced seclusion, have been

quite willing to worship her, as the religious Cowper tells us he was pre-

pared to do, could Cowper have prevailed on himself to worship aught
beneath the skies. Gil Bias would have erected with all imaginable alacrity

and enthusiasm a poetic altar in her honour, built up with fragrant turf and

adorned with flowers, could he have had the opportunity of sacrificing thereon

such welcome victims as Rolando and Leonarda.







mobility

T is a reverend thing," says Bacon in his essay on this sub-

ject,
"

it is a reverend thing to see an ancient castle not in

decay, a fair tree old but still sound; but how much more

reverend a thing is it to behold an ancient noble family which

has stood against the waves and weathers of time!" It were

no easy task, perhaps, to determine the exact amount of reverence which

should be shown to these two objects of interest, but it is sufficiently clear

that of the reasons for that reverence one at least is rarity. It is the same

excellent reason which gives value to the diamond and takes it from the daisy.

New nobilities are conferred but seldom, old nobilities follow the universal

law and die out by degrees.
" There is," as Lord Chief-Justice Crewe told us

in an eloquent speech in the Oxford Peerage Case, some two centuries and a

half ago,
" there is and must be a period and an end to all temporal things,

an end of names and dignities, a term of whatsoever is terrene." Where is

Bohun? where is Mowbray? where is Mortimer? where, most of all, is

Plantagenet ? They are entombed in the urns and sepulchres of mortality.
Before they died out and were lost there were Bohuns, and Mowbrays, and

Mortimers, and Plantagenets with no higher addition than that of esquire,

and with no civil privileges beyond those enjoved by every farmer and shop-

keeper.

The patent of nobility which the minister, the Count of Olivarez, is now

holding out to Gil Bias for his acceptance will not give any title to the

younger of the two smiling babes, which, he tells us in the last lines of the

last chapter of the last book of his history, Heaven deigned to send him bv
means of the fair Dorotea. Patents of nobility are not in Spain as in

England, yet they are not often refused. However, on the present occasion

we find Gil Bias boggling at the honoured parchment. He is troubled with

scruples which, from his previous history, he might be thought the last man
to entertain. "

I am," he says, "only the son of an usher and a duena. It

would be caricaturing the peerage to confer nobility on me
; besides, of all
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the boons in his Majesty's power to bestow, it is that which I deserve and

desire the least." But the Count of Olivarez will not listen to any refusal.

He is of opinion that Gil Bias will make just as good a lord as the best of

them, and possibly he is not much out. Inside this patent is written in

substance that the king, in acknowledgment of the zeal of Gil Bias in more

than one instance for the royal service and the good of the state, has been

graciously pleased to bestow upon him this mark of distinction. But the

recollection of the act for which he is promoted effectually hampers his pride.

Of that act there is no occasion to speak here. The curious reader may be

referred to the original story. Besides, ever and anon there rises to his

recollection his father the usher and his mother the duena. The bashfulness

of his birth forsakes him not, so that nobility is to Gil Bias like a hair shirt to

a penitent, and he finally determines, instead of blazoning his peerage to

dazzle the eyes of the foolish and corrupt the weak, to lock up in a private

drawer this evidence, as he considers it, of his shame.

Gil Bias knew himself sufficiently to agree with one of the greatest of

modern philosophers when he says that those who are first raised to nobility

are commonly more virtuous in the classical sense of the word but less

innocent than their descendants, and that there is rarely any rising but by
a commixture of arts of good and evil. He was wise enough to refuse to

bear about with him what was in very sooth a gilded badge of infamy, a

parchment which would keep green the memory of what all but the most

impudent would wish forgotten. He was content to jog on as plain Gil Bias,

without the
"
my lord

" and the profound obeisance before him, and behind

him the sneer, the mockery, and the laughter. He had had too much in his

own polite life of making a leg, of putting off his cap, and of kissing his hand

at Court. He knew too well the precise value of these salutations; and he

was unwilling, from his personal experience of the irksome restraint of servile

obsequiousness, where thrift may follow fawning, to clothe other men in the

same uncomfortable livery of lying demeanour.







S)uete.

LARGE book might be doubtless has been written on the litera-

ture of the duel. Its morality has been a moot-point, a subject
of controversy for ages. But the preponderance of rational

argument appears to be in its disfavour. Certainly in the

country in which, as some say, it had its birth, it has been most

severely denounced. Both the Rousseaus have spoken in its condemnation

in no uncertain language. "L'homme de courage," says Jean Baptiste,
"
dedaigne le duel, et l'homme de bien l'abhorre

;

" and " Ce n'est pas une

institution d'honneur, mais une mode affreuse et barbare," are the words of

Jean Jacques.
In England the fashion of duelling came in so antiquaries say with

William the Conqueror. All our fashionable families came in with the same

hero. In the days of the Stuarts fashionable young gentlemen were remark-

ably ticklish about what they called their honour. A body could scarce say a

word without offending some honour or other in those days. Walter Scott's
" Woodstock" and his

"
Peveril of the Peak" are full of these duels, which

would be ridiculous were they not so cruel and wicked. In the former, the

vulgar debauchee, Wildrake, speaks of a matter within an ace of murder as a

"
gentlemanlike anc} honourable mode of righting oneself." Cromwell was

no friend to duels; but, as might be expected, they became more frequent
in proportion as society became more polished. The names even of Wilkes,

Byron, Sheridan, Pitt, and Canning are found connected with them. But

their principal supporters were men of the moral and intellectual calibre of

the notorious Lord Camelford, who fell at the beginning of the present

century, a sweet-smelling sacrifice to the souls of those whom he had sent to

Hades before him.

Among the many fighters of duels who have been distinguished rather by
the energy of their courage than by the excellence of their cause may be

remembered Don Matthias de Silva, in whose service we light again upon
our friend Gil Bias, performing for this gentleman a plurality of functions.
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He is like the triple Hecate of the Pantheon. He follows his master's heels

as his page or footman; he dresses and undresses him night and morning
as his valet de chamlre or body-servant, and he writes love-letters for

him as his secretary or amanuensis. Now it is all along of these same

love-letters that Don Matthias dies in a duel. It is a whimsey of his to

make Gil Bias write fictitious billets doux, signed by some of the most

high-flying names in Madrid, and addressed to himself, Don Matthias. Gil

Bias has some qualms about the work, and endeavours to show his master

how he may chance to catch a tumble. But all is of no use
;

let him paint the

peril in red letter if he likes, he may as well, for any useful purpose he serves,

be making almanacs for last year. Don Matthias is enchanted with his own

idea, by which he thinks to gain the credit of an intrigue, and spare himself

the expense and inconvenience of actual courtship. But the freak turns out

ill for its author. One day he reads as usual his amatory correspondence to

some friends after dinner. One of them is unfortunately the suitor of a lady

whose name is attached to a letter of a very compromising character. This

gentleman, Don Lope de Velasco, naturally takes pet, accuses Don Matthias

of forging the whole epistle, sends him a challenge, meets him in the meadow
of St. Jerome at mid-day, and after a long fencing-bout lays him helpless and

run through the body upon the ground. The green grass has grown red by
the time Gil Bias, who has followed his master gingerly at a distance, has

reached this field of honourable fight. Don Matthias's misfortune goes to the

heart of him
;
but he stays no long while snivelling and yelping. He loses

not his common sense in his sympathy. Home he runs in a hurry, makes

up a bundle of his own goods and chattels, slipping into it inadvertently of

course in the distress of the time some odd articles of value belonging to his

master, and then, but not till then, noises the news abroad. And such, con-

cludes the chronicle, was the end of Don Matthias and his fancy for reading

unseasonably supposititious love-letters.



>





^Despair*

E have a world of commonplaces, of copybook texts, of elegant

extracts about the iniquity of despair. It is, however, notice-

able that these are upon the main the utterances of Churchmen.

Burke indeed tells us on one occasion that a certain sort of

despair that is, a speculative despair is unpardonable, but only

where it is our duty to act. There are, however, plenty of situations in life

in which despair does not imply inactivity. We despair most of us, but still

we struesle on. The dearest faces we have ever known vanish from us one

by one. We see them not except in dreams. We cannot hear them speak

the kind words we yet remember. The cold shadows of death hide them for

ever from our waking eyes. Then, if we despair, do we, as South says we do,

measure Providence by our own little contracted model ? or is our despair the

daughter of fear, of laziness, or of impatience, of one of which vices Jeremy
Collier tells us she is the legitimate descendant? Is it not probable that

Pope despaired when his parents died ? Pope, whose filial piety was, accord-

ing to his biographers, in the highest degree amiable and exemplary. When
he was in the zenith of his fame and fortune, his parents found no diminu-

tion of his respect or tenderness. Whatever was his pride, to them he was

obedient
; and whatever was his irritability, to them he was gentle. Life

has indeed, as Johnson said, amongst its soothing and quiet comforts, few

things better to give than such a son. "
Me," we find him saying in the

Prologue to his Satires, addressed to his friend Dr. Arbuthnot, and in this

case all his commentators agree that the poet did not excel in fiction

" Me let the tender office long engage
To rock the cradle of reposing age,

With lenient arts extend a mother's breath,

Make languor smile, and smoothe the bed of death,

Explore the thought, explain the asking eye,

And keep awhile one parent from the sky."

In these verses, of which it would be a profanation to speak in the common
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literary cant, we listen to the language of the poet's heart. The very-

simplicity of the words betrays in a writer like Pope his real feeling. Not

without reason says Alfieri, in the third act of his
"
Agamemnone," true

affection agrees ill with pompous expressions.

The filial piety of Gil Bias stands in strong and strange contrast to that of

Pope, however he may resemble him in his despair. Leaving his parents in

the very first chapter of his history, he returns not to them, has no communi-

cation with them, for aught we know, thinks not of them, till he comes

back to Oviedo almost at his adventurous life's conclusion. Little store has

he set by their advice short but comprehensive as the ten commandments
to pray to God, to go honestly through the world, not to engage in any

ill, and above all not to lay hands on other people's propertv. He comes

back a rich man; but in what condition does he find his father, that honest

old usher, Bias of Santillane ? Stretched on a comfortless pallet, in cold

and dismal accordance with the thinness of his fortunes, just on the point

of playing his part in the last great scene of the last act of our common
human nature, his cheeks chalked by death's cold fingers, and his whole

make-up the ghastly livery of disease. In the energetic language of the land-

lady, as interpreted for us by Tobias Smollett, he is lying
"
quaverv-mavery."

Gil Bias's mother, herself not over hale and hearty, is doing her feeble best to

sustain and nurse him. Well may the compunctious yearnings of nature

trouble the heart of their undutiful son. Well may he mourn when mourn-

ing and all repentance is too late a week. Well may he despair in tears and

speechless agony when his father dies.

After all, however, Gil Bias only walked as others have walked before

him, and will walk to the end in the world's broad highway. The young

birds, as the proverb tells us, will leave the nest. As the Spaniards say, we
are ready to give our parents our heart and soul, but not our packsaddle.

The old folk are best kept out of sight, and as a consequence out of mind.

Surely we do enough when we drop our weekly dole into the hands, wrinkled

and withered now, which once so lovingly and willingly helped us in our

uttermost need of helpless infancy. And our despair is nine times out of ten

the prudent despair of Sganarelle's daughter in " L'Amour Medecin." We
open the window looking out on the deep river, we raise our eves to heaven,
we declare it is impossible to live any longer, and then we close the window

quietly and go to dine.







flI>USfG

I
E qui ne vaut pas la peine d'etre dit, on le chante," says Beau-

marchais in the first lines of his celebrated opera,
" The Barber

of Seville." "That which is not worth the trouble of being

spoken, is sung." It would be a strange task to set a man to

find an agreement between Beaumarchais and Baxter, and yet in

this sentence the divine and the dramatist would doubtless concur. The Rev.

Richard, in his
" Treatise on Self-Denial/' inveighs against the music and

songs of love which are nine-tenths of all song and music as an idle enter-

tainment, a part of self-interest or sensuality to be denied.
" As the fruits,"

he says,
" of the vain minds that invent them, they breed and feed a like

vanity in others."

There is plenty in Scripture for the holy use of music, though some think

it profaneness to use it; and one celebrated divine mentions it as the excel-

lency of melody that it is a recreation which may be more aptly and profitably

sanctified by application to holy uses than any other.
"
But," he adds,

"
T

should think it little worth at all, if I might not use it for the holy exhila-

rating or elevating of my soul, or affecting it towards God, or exciting it to

duty."
Alas ! not for any such pious and proper reason as this is the monk playing

on his lute in the picture before us. His strains of music, on the contrary,

are light and carnal. He has stolen, the severe censor might say, the livery

of the Court of Heaven to serve the Devil. He is singing Satan's psalms and

liturgy in mirth and jollity with a corrupt and sensual mind. During the

collation with which he has just regaled the Bachelor of Salamanca^and his

friend he has been very far indeed from improving the occasion by spiritual

instruction touching their souls' welfare. His sole talk has been of music and

concerts. He has made it his junkets to discuss love-songs. Fie upon him!

Is this the sort of conversation suitable to a sacred minister, one divinely com-

missioned to warn the sinner, and instruct him by good example ? Should

not such a man be held a disgrace to the sect which he professeth ? Is he
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not deserving of that eloquent invective of St. Basil,
" O inimice Dei et non

sacerdos ! O licitator malorum et non pontifex ! traditor et non sanctorum

apostolorum successor! impugnator et non Christi minister!" "O enemy
of God and no priest! O cheapener and chapman of vices and no pontiff!

O traitor and no successor of the holy apostles ! O impugner and no

minister of Christ !

" Such at least would he have seemed to Richard

Baxter and many excellent people of the present day; while to others such

is the diversity of opinions in this best of worlds the musical proclivity of the

friar would seem not a rush matter. But here is the story in detail.

In one of the last adventures of the Bachelor of Salamanca we find him

in the company of a Father Carambola, waiting upon a Father Athanasio,

the prior of a convent of Jacobins in Mexico, a sort of virtuoso of about forty

years of age, in person portly, whom none could see passing along the street

without admiring his good mien. Especially the ladies of Mexico were

delighted when he deigned to visit them. He was witty, sang well, was

acquainted with music, and had a pretty talent for poetry. For his dwelling,

he had a flat of some eight rooms magnificently furnished. On all sides

shone the most beautiful devices in Mechoacan feathers. His silk-covered

tables and buffets, adorned with vases of the finest porcelain of Japan, would

have done honour to the palace of a cardinal. Father Athanasio is now
seated beneath the crucifix, playing on the lute and singing a song of which

he has himself composed air and words. In this song a rejected suitor com-

plains of a cruel mistress, and essays to soften her obduracy by touching

expressions. The good friar enters into the spirit of the ditty, vents the

tenderest sounds, rolls his eyes with the languor of a lover, making a most

singular contrast with his religious habiliments and emblems of mortification.

The Bachelor of Salamanca wiser in his generation than Gil Bias in his

adventure with the archbishop professes himself charmed with the music

and poetry of Athanasio. Wise enough was he to know that persons who

preach to others are not fond of having sermons addressed to themselves.

But he confides to his friend Carambola afterwards, in private, his opinion
that the voice of the priest ought to have been devoted to purposes less

mundane.

*







Hmbttfon.

'ESCLAVE/' says La Bruyere,
" n'a qu'un maitre : l'ambitieux

en a autant qu'il y a de gens utiles a sa fortune." "The slave

has but one master, the ambitious man has as many as there

iML -s.uu/f'l are people who can contribute to his fortune." No man, we are

informed on high authority, can serve two masters. But the

votary of ambition, if the French aphorism be true, must be saddled with

several. And yet he rarely receives his hire. History teems with the dis-

illusions of those who, beguiled by the gilded baits of honour, leave the low

but sure and comfortable home of "content for the perils and strangeness of a

court, and prefer slipping upon the cracking ice of fortune to a safer though
less glittering station on the dull terraJinna of virtue. History is full of the

disappointments of the ambitious, and fiction has composed for our behoof

in this matter many well-told tales of timely warning.
In the story which that good old woman, hight Mother Hubberd, told the

poet Spenser to soothe him in his heavy sickness and to delight his ear, about

the strange adventures which betided between the ape and the fox, she chiefly

surprises us by a knowledge of affairs of court which could hardly have been

expected from a lady in her position. We can understand her representing

with tolerable accuracy the parts played by the ape and the fox as soldier and

dog, or indeed as clerk and parson, but when we come to the portraiture of

the behaviour of these errant gaol-birds or javels as the poet calls them,
in the guise of a nobleman and his servant at court, we lose Mother Hubberd

in listening to the sad experience of Spenser. It is the author of the t{

Faery

Queen," and not the old trot, into whose mouth the lines are put, who tells

us :

" Full little knowest thou that hast not tried,

What hell it is in suing long to bide
;

To lose good days that might be better spent,

To waste long nights in pensive discontent;
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To speed to-day, to be put back to-morrow ;

To feed on hope, to pine with fear and sorrow
j

To fret thy soul with crosses and with cares
;

To eat thy heart through comfortless despairs;

To fawn, to crouch, to wait, to ride, to run
;

To spend, to give, to want, to be undone."

It is Spenser who tells the suitor at court that unhappy wight and most

miserable man how none but a bold ape, or one who has a shifty fox for

his counsellor, can thrive in any quest of court preferment.

Had Gil Bias read this satirical fable before entering the service of the

Duke of Lerma as his secretary, he had not been so keen upon it, and so saved

himself many a heartache. He would have learnt, with many other useful

lessons, which stud, as stars in a moral firmament, that brilliant story,

the difference between the shadow and the substance, between the glitter and

the gold. Like Gil Bias, the unlucky ape experienced the difficulty of getting

new garments. Like Gil Bias, too, he had doubtless sold his wardrobe, article

by article, until nothing more was left than was absolutely necessary to make

a decent appearance; and like Gil Bias we should certainly find, if the whole

truth were known, that he had to leave his ordinary because he had no longer

the wherewithal to pay his score. In the picture De los Rios has shown us

the first act of slavish degradation committed by Gil Bias after his introduc-

tion to the prime minister. He is kneeling somewhat strangely, according

to English notions on his left knee, before a man. as if he were a god. The

Duke of Lerma has taken Gil Bias into his closet for a private conference, or

rather an examination. The servant has to satisfy the curiosity of the master

about his birth, parentage, and course of life. That is his second humiliation.

These, however, are acts which, as Bentham would say, are self-regarding.

It were well if his ambition brought about no other evil. But he has not

been an hour in his new office before he is to the best of his ability injuring

other people. The repeater of a slander has little less guilt than the inventor;

and Gil Bias can surely net escape scot-free when he vilifies in pure Spanish

some two or three generations of honest men and loyal subjects, albeit the

main wickedness is put down to the running account of the monk we wot

of by his recording angel.



Contrast

T is related of the ancient divine, Peter Babyon, or Babion, or

Babyo, that in his youth he was given, like St. Augustine, to the

writing of poems of an altogether worldly and carnal character.

On a dav, however, it suddenly occurred to him that such gifts

as he had gotten ought not to be devoted to any other than

sacred purposes. He laid the business extremely to heart, and soon after fell

to the composition of theological works only; in which he attained such

proficiency, that one of them, a commentary of St. Matthew, has been mis-

taken by experienced and accomplished critics for the labour of St. Anselm

himself. Just in the same way it occurs to Don Quixote, in the midst of

the revelry and fleshly delights of the duke's castle, that it is high time for

him to leave such idle life, so opposite to his active profession, and to go his

wavs riffhtincr wrongs, relieving the wretched, redressing the reduced, and

generally setting things in apple-pie order in this best of worlds. Therefore,

having taken a solemn leave of his ducal entertainers overnight, he leaves his

apartment the next morning and appears in all his armour in the court-

vard on Rocinante
; and there we see him, with Sancho by his side, on his

Dapple with the cloak-bag, wallet, and provisions, while all the folk of the

house are gathered together to gaze at them in the galleries above. And
indeed a sight worth regard is presented by this immortal pair.

All contrasts, savs Montesquieu, make a strong impression upon us,

because the things in opposition reciprocally set each other in high relief.

This remark is no less true of the manners and characters of a history than of the

different colours and the lights or shades of a picture, or the many discords and

consonances of a piece of music. There is perhaps in the whole world of letters

no more striking contrast than that of Don Quixote and his squire Sancho

Panza. Each is a complement of the other. Their friendship grows out of

their difference. They are wide enough apart in their bodily conformation ;

and they present a contrast as strongly marked in their minds as in their

bodies. Indeed, except in age, they seem to have nothing in common.
K
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Sancho is audacious and timid, Don Quixote bold and full of reverence
;

Sancho is ignorant and gross, Don Quixote learned and high-minded;
Sancho is selfish and shrewd, Don Quixote generous and simple; Sancho is a

chattering churl, Don Quixote a reserved gentleman. There is more cer-

tainty in the knowledge of Sancho, and more dignity in that of Don Quixote.
If Don Quixote enlist our suffrages by his heroism, his lofty imagination, his

noble spirit of chivalry and old romance, Sancho grapples our interest with

links of steel by his art and humour, his good-nature, his fidelity to his

master, and his sound common-sense. If Don Ouixote raises our admiration

by his ascetic enthusiasm, Sancho makes us sympathise with him in the

natural appetites of mankind. Don Quixote is like a monk out of the

gloomy pictures of Zurbaran, Sancho like one of those boon companions

painted by Velasquez or Murillo. Sancho, happv since he is at rest, is doubt-

less at this very moment turning over in his mind some of those many proverbs

which so vexed his master, those proverbs which were the whole inheritance

of his house, which came out pell-mell, of which he knew more than a book-

ful; proverbs which, like so many lumps of marl, encumbered the ground

they could not fertilise. Don Quixote, unhappv because he is not in action,

is probably at the same time praying so bravely does he grasp his lance and

targe for some unheard-of combat to darreyne, unless indeed he is rather

to be considered as open-mouthed with astonishment at Altisidora's accusation

of his squire in the matter of petty larceny of a pair of her garters.

Cervantes in this contrast of the principal figures of his story that great

satire on the world as it goes intended, it may be, to show the eternal

antagonism between will and intellect, between flesh and spirit, between body
and soul. He wished possibly to hold up the mirror to human nature as

symbolised by two of its repugnant but associated types. He knew no

man better that the finer a man's character is, the deeper, the truer, the

purer, and the more generous, in the same proportion is it the more likely to

become the butt of a coarse and selfish world. He knew no man better

that it were all one to seek to mingle fire and water, and to attempt to unite

truth or purity, love, justice, or honour with the hard and terrible conditions

of our everyday life.







Counsel

HE wisest princes/' says Bacon in one of his essays,
" need not

think it any diminution to their greatness nor any derogation
to their sufficiency to rely upon counsel." It cannot, therefore,

be easily maintained that Sancho Panza lost any portion of his

dignity, as Governor of the island of Barataria, because he

listened to some instructions from his master regarding; the good of his mind

and the adorning of his body before he set out. His islanders, who, we are

told, longed for him as heartily as they did for rain in a dry summer, were

not likely to yearn any the less for his presence because he had prepared
himself for his coming rule with the art and wisdom of Don Quixote.

Sancho reposed in his lord on this occasion the greatest trust which can

be between man and man. He committed more to him than wife or child

or property, he committed all to him when he accepted him as his counsellor.

And he did well. He had probably never read about the marriage of Jupiter

with Thetis, by which ancient times set forth in figure the fit incorporation

and inseparable conjunction of counsel with kings; but he acted as wisely,

in his attention to Don Ouixote's instruction, as if he had known the whole

of Hyginus, and of Apollodorus to boot, by heart.

There are two marks, it is said, by which bad counsel is ever best dis-

cerned
;

the one when he who advises is young, the other when the

advice given is violent. How little these marks are discoverable in the

counsel given on the present occasion he that runs may read. There is also

this inconvenience commonly in counsel, that it is rather for the good of the

counsellor than of the counselled. But here again nothing crafty or involved

can be found in Sancho Panza's instruction, since he who gave it was him-

self the soul of conscience, direct, plain, faithful, and sincere.

What, then, is Don Quixote's counsel, acting as Sancho's Cato, his north

star, his pilot to steer him into the port of honour out of the tempestuous

ocean of government into which he is about to launch ? what is he striving

with uplifted finger to impress upon the attention of the Governor of Bara-
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taria? To fear God, the beginning of wisdom. To know himself, and shun

the ambition of the frog in the fable. To practise virtue rather than pine
after nobility. To entertain the poor, lest he should displease the Great

Maker, who would have none to despise His handiwork. To search for truth

in a trial with equal solicitude between the puling of the poor and the bribes

of the rich. To turn away his eyes from prejudices and to fix them on facts.

To revile not with words those whom it is his duty to punish in deed, since

punishment is enough for the unhappy without the addition of obloquy.

Again, with regard to the management of Sancho's body, Don Quixote's
counsel is equally sensible, however unsuited to the taste of Sancho. He
advises him not to be slovenly, unless to some cunning end, as Sancho

remembers was the case with Julius Caesar. He bids him never eat garlic

or onions. He tells him to consume little at dinner and less at supper. He

adjures him to be temperate in drinking, not to chew on both sides, to walk

gingerly, to speak staidly, and so on. But of what avail is all this good counsel ?

Don Ouixote was rarely out if he thought Sancho would carry it with him to

the island of Barataria. Not a jot of it all could Sancho remember when he

left the room save this, that he was to pare his nails, and to marry again if

he should have luck enough to bury his wife. As to the rest of the exhorta-

tions of his master, the advice that was to make the days of Sancho long,

his fame eternal, his recompense full and his felicity unspeakable, the instruc-

tion that was to enable him to marry his children and grandchildren to his

heart's desire, the counsel that was to make him beloved of all men, it was,
in Sancho's own words, as translated by Thomas Shelton, the first and best

of the translators of Cervantes, mere slobber sauce, nothing but tricks and

quillets, a heap of stuff, of which he could no more remember one syllable

than the shape of last year's clouds.

1







(Slutton\>,

X&S&SPi^HE erudite Dr. Johnson of whom Macaulay has told us that

whenever he was so fortunate as to have near him a hare that

had been kept too long, or a meat-pie made with rancid butter,

he gorged himself with such violence that his veins swelled and

the moisture broke out on his forehead has written an essay

in the "Rambler" in which he speaks with contempt of those who think no

folly greater than that of losing a dainty dish for any other gratification,

who legislate with dictatorial authority in the matter of pickles and seasoning,

who procure the earliest intelligence of the latest sauce, and who measure

their year by successive delicacies. In the character of Gulosulus he holds up
to public scorn and derision the man whose principal delight in life is his

dinner, who makes his meals the commonplace book of his memory, and has

no other topic of talk or subject of meditation than his own gluttony.

The Spanish rogues, as they are described by Mendoza and Aleman, by

Espinel and Quevedo, have many vices, but this cardinal sin of gluttony
falls seldom to their share. It is therefore not without some little surprise

that we find Guzman d'Alfarache on one occasion distinguishing himself as a

glutton. That gluttony was foreign to his nature he himself allows. He

supposes, to account for his folly, that men alter their manners and condi-

tions at certain seasons, as other animals shed their hairs or coats that they

have, as it were, moulting-times of morality. But whatever the cause,

Guzman had at one period of his life a sweet tooth and a lickerish hankering
after conserves and lollipops. Just as the hart, according to the old storv,

draws snakes out of the very bowels of the earth by his breathing, so Guz-

man found his savoury quest, however carefully it might have been concealed.

He is, when this fit of gluttony takes such fast hold on him, in the service

of a Cardinal who had a large chest of white pine-wood full of divers sorts

of delicate meats. There were your dry suckets deliciously candied, your

bergamot pears those pears of so sweet a taste brought from Bergamo in

Italy vour Genoese cherries, your melons of Granada, and your citrons of
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Seville; besides these, there were love-apples or Berengenas from Toledo,
dried peaches or Orejones from Aragon, and sundry different kinds of comfits,

which disquieted the spirit of Guzman within him, and suffered not his soul

to take any rest. Now the chest was a large heavy one plated with iron,

and was always kept locked by the Cardinal, who carried the key in his

pocket. How was Guzman to get at its contents ? Necessity is a wondrous

sharp spur to natural intelligence, and the mother, as the proverb truly tells

us, of invention. She suggested to Guzman the making of certain tools to

attain his object. With one of these he heaved up a corner of the lid, he

used the other as a wedge to keep it from closing again, and to the third he

attached a crooked pin to hook out the desired spoil. For a day or two all

went well, but at last he caught, unfortunately for him, a melocotone of

Castile, like an entire ball of gold in beauty, which being missed by the

Cardinal, raised suspicion of theft, and a watch was set. A while after

comes Guzman, thrusts his arm into the chest as usual, but being startled by
an unexpected noise which it is unnecessary to describe is for drawing it

forth again at once. Doing this with more haste than speed, he knocks out

the roller used as a wedge, and is caught by the heavy lid like a sparrow in

a pitfall or a mouse in a trap. The Cardinal comes and finds Guzman on

his knees, in the very act of stealing the honeycomb from the hive. He asks

him his business, which, by the way, is pretty evident. Guzman finding a

lie useless, makes a virtue of necessity, and nobly tells the whole and exact

truth. The conclusion of the adventure sets forth at length how the Cardinal

summoned his friends other cardinals who had called on him for a visit

to come and see after what a pretty fashion the bird hung by the wing.

Upon which sight they all fell a-laughing as though their hearts would have

burst for want of breath. Yet they had so much left as to entreat his Lord-

ship to forgive this fault. But the Cardinal was inexorable; he would by no

means be brought to yield ;
no entreaty would serve the turn ;

Guzman must

be whipped ;
there was no remedy. When his friends could not procure his

pardon, they grew to a new consultation touching the number of the stripes,

whereon they devised so long as if it had been a thing contained in the

Decretals or some pontifical act on which they were sitting in all serious-

ness. In the end, twelve was the number concluded to be congruent by that

conclave of Cardinals. A full dozen, neither more nor less, was to be the

lot of Guzman, and they were laid on so soundly that he was unable to sit

down comfortably for a whole fortnight.



jfarewell.

HERE is always something sad in the utterance of the word

Farewell. The very sound of it seems, either from its literal

conformation, or more probably from the mournful associa-

tions which cluster round it, the semblance of a sigh. What

melancholy passages it recalls to the mind, that word which

must be, and has ever been, as Byron says, a word to make us linger ! The

uncertainty of mundane matters is so great, that no man can tell whether

he says it not for the last time. The farewell for a few days may be a

farewell for ever
;
the parting for a few hours may mean a parting for eternity.

Of such synonyms of farewell as Good-bye or Adieu we cannot too often recall

the original meaning; they have become degraded from simple expressions

of affection to blatant forms of politeness, and debased, like the noblest

words in our language, by common use in the insincere mouth of society.

He who bids his friend good-bye says virtually,
" You are leaving me. I

know not when, if ever, I shall see you again. I myself can no more be with

you to watch over you; I can only pray, as I do now, that God may have

you in His keeping, and watch over you in my place." This is what Don
Quixote says when he bids his faithful servant Sancho farewell. Till his

return he will see no more his Rocinante; till his return he will eat nought
but the herbs and fruits of the trees and fields. May Sancho therefore return

with all imaginable speed, that the pain of his master may be at an end.

Master and man are now at the foot of a high rock, standing by itself, as

though hewn out and divided from its family of stone. By the skirt of

it, says Cervantes, who is here taken with a sudden fit of poetry, glides a

purling stream which softly takes its winding course through an adjacent

meadow. It is the stream which the Knight proposes to increase with his

tears, as he intends to move the leaves of the trees in the distance with his

sighs. On the fresh and green grass kneels Sancho to receive the valedictory

blessing of his lord. In his pocket he has the wonderful love-letter to the

Lady Dulcinea, that beautiful ingrate and rival of Lucretia and Helen,
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accompanied with the bill of exchange for three asses. He will have the

honour of riding home on Rocinante, whom neither the HippogrifF of

Astolfo nor the famous Frontino, which cost Bradamante so dear, could equal.

Behind Sancho lies the bundle of boughs which he is to strew in the way
as he rides along in order to find his path back again into this fag-end of

the world, as he calls it, or, as the Knight of the Woful Figure puts it in his

signature to the order for the three asses, the very bowels of the Sierra

Morena. By these branches he will be directed like Theseus by the thread

which led him through the labyrinth of Crete. The rough and craggy
mass of stone at the foot, of the rock is that against which Don Quixote will

presently dash his head in amorous despair. But let him take heed, as

Sancho advises him, for he may chance to get such a crack on the crown at

the very first encounter with these unconscionable crags as may spoil his

penance at once and for ever." Here too is the Knight of the Woful Figure

himself, fasting indeed, as was too commonly his condition, but not yet

stript naked like Orlando after he had discovered the deeds of Angelica and

Medoro at the fountain. Here he stands ready to imitate that knight in

his frantic madness, or to follow in mournful wailing the milder fashion

of Amadis, that polar star of chivalry, what time he retired to the Poor

Rock, changing his name into Beltenebros in his discomfiture at the con-

stant disdain of his cruel but adorable- Oriana. Not that the Knight of

the Woful Figure has suffered any injury to his knowledge, either of

unfaithfulness or incivility from the fair Dulcinea of Toboso, who was far

too much busied, in fact, with combing flax, or threshing in the barn, or

salting pork, to trouble herself about him or his concerns. But the whole

merit of his penance and perfection of his action consisted in this very

point. For, as he acutely remarks, if a knight-errant becomes mad with

occasion, he deserves no thanks ;
the rare wit and singular excellence lies in

waxing mad without one. Thus, as old Shelton puts it in his blunt Eng-

lish, his mistress may understand, if dry, he could do this, what he would

have done beino- watered. The same brilliant idea occurs in Moliere's

" L'Avare
"

to Harpagon, who says to his cook, It is the easiest thing in

the world providing a good dinner with plenty of money the biggest fool

might do so much ; the true skill and merit consists in making a capital

meal with none.
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